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RENEW SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW,

The year of 1892 will be closed with this issue of the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and many subscriptions expire

with this number. The publishers desire to call at

tention to this fact for the reason that, by remitting

the subscription price without delay, the name of the

subscriber will not be taken from the books and he

will continue to receive the paper without interrup

tion. It is the intention of the publisher to make the

paper during the coming year of especial interest. An

unparalleled opportunity to procure subjects of in

terest to the reader will be afforded by the World's

Fair, and with a special correspondent and artists on

the spot, this opportunity will be taken every advan

tage of. Every effort will be made to make a record,

both editorially and pictorially, of the industrial and

scientific development of the country, as manifested

by the works and exhibits at the fair, and this record

will be valuable to preserve for future reference.

Many subjects that cannot appropriately find place in

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be published in the

SUPPLEMENT.

Those who send their subscriptions directly to this

office will be assured of the regular receipt of the

paper, by mail prepaid.

PROPOSED RAILWAY TUNNEL UNDER THE TWO

RIVERS AT NEW YORK,

A large railway tunnel under the North and East

Rivers, connecting Brooklyn, New York City, and Jer

sey City, has been projected by Mr. Austin Corbin, of

the New Jersey Central Railroad and the Long Island

Railroad. It is said the Pennsylvania Railroad has

been considering the matter of joining in the construc

tion. Some $50,000 has been expended in preliminary

surveys and borings, under the supervision of Mr.

Charles M. Jacobs, C.E., who reports that the construc

tion under both rivers, and under the city of New York,

will all be, with the exception of a short section in the

North River, through very solid gneiss, in such firm

and regular position as to almost entirely prevent leak

age, and so that a lining even will hardly be necessary.

It is planned that the tunnel shall start at Flatbush

Avenue, in Brooklyn, the present terminus of the Long

Island Railroad, thence passing by easy gradients to a

greatest depth of 140 feet below the two rivers and the

lower end of New York City. The tunnel will be con

nected by elevator shafts with the surface at two or

three places in Brooklyn, and there will be similar sta

tions in New York City as may be desired, the tunnel

passing under the city from the foot of Maiden Lane to

the foot of Cortlandt Street, and under the present

Pennsylvania depot in Jersey City. It is said that the

excavation will be 29 feet high and 21 feet wide in the

clear, and that work can be prosecuted at seven differ

ent points at the same time. It is estimated that the

construction can be completed in three or four years.

->->

4-à
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THE TWO ENGLISH-AMERICAN STEAMERS,

The two magnificent ocean steamers of the Inman

line, the City of New York and the City of Paris, here

tofore sailing under English colors, though owned by

American citizens, will shortly assume the flag of the

United States, in accordance with the recent act of

Congress authorizing such assumption. At present these

are the fastest passenger vessels afloat. They are of 560

feet length, 10,500 tons, 20,000 horse power, built to

carry an armament in the event of war, and may be

taken by Our government should hostilities make it

necessary. The change of flag will take place in Feb

ruary and March next. At the same time there will be

a change of ports in England.

Heretofore the ships have sailed between New York

and Liverpool, calling at Queenstown. In March next

they will change to Southampton, where passengers

can be landed at the dock, and reach London in less

than two hours' time, thus avoiding the delays, incon

veniences and long railway rides of the Liverpool

route.

The speed supremacy heretofore enjoyed by these

ships will probably be overcome in the course of

a few months, when the two recently launched

Cunard steamers Campania and Lucania, each of

30,000 horse power, 700 feet length, 20,000 tons, are

ready for sea. It is a question, however, whether the

Cunard boats will be able to beat our ships more than

half a day in time; and it seems probable, therefore,

that passengers by the latter will be able to reach

London fully as quickly as they could via Liverpool

and the new Cunarders.

Under the new order of things, commencing in

March, the City of Paris will deliver the United States

mails at the London post office at least eight hours

earlier than she has previously been able to do, and

from four to five hours sooner than any other steam

ship, except the City of New York. By the new route

the passenger will embark at the Inman line's new

pier at New York, and upon arriving at the new Em

press docks, Southampton, will board a special train

for London, after passing a brief custom house ex

amination. His baggage will go to London on the

same train, and a ride of an hour and a half will land

him in the English metropolis, where he can enjoy a

half day's sightseeing before the tourist who came by

Liverpool arrives.

IMPROVEMENT OF LOCAL POSTAL FACILITIES.

Postmaster-General Wanamaker has entered into

an agreement with the United States Automatic Dis

patch Company, of New York, by which the company

agrees to lay, at its own expense, a double line of tubes

or other form of conduit, connecting the main Post

Office building in New York with the main Post Office

at Brooklyn for the transmission of the mails. It

agrees to pay all expenses connected with the con

struction of the system, to maintain and operate it for

a year, to remove it when required to do so by the

Postmaster-General, and to pay all damages to the

buildings or other property. When completed, the

company agrees to turn over the tubes and their ap

purtenances to the Post Office Department for such

practical tests as the postmasters of New York and

Brooklyn or the Postmaster-General may see fit to

make, the tests to be at the expense of the company.

It is further agreed that the company shall provide

electric power for the operation of the system, and

shall lease it to the United States year by year, or sell

it to the United States at its actual cost. The trans

portation, it is said, will be done by a miniature trol

ley railway, inclosed in a 16 inch square conduit. The

mail matter will be placed in carriers of steel wire, 4

feet long and 14 inches square, each carrier taking a

pouch containing 3,000 letters, or an equal bulk of

other classes of mail. In the end of each carrier or car

is a small electric motor, taking the current from a

wire running between the tracks. It is expected that

the cars will develop a speed of between 70 and 100

miles an hour. The cutting off of power and all switch

ing will be done automatically, so that the clerks at

either end will merely have to load and start the cars.

The author of this plan is Mr. Andrew Bryson, Jr., of

this city. The conduits, if the present plans are car

ried out, will be suspended from the iron work of the

bridge and of the elevated road on Adams Street,

Brooklyn.

This scheme reads very well, and could, no doubt, be

made to operate; but the cost of maintenance, inter

est, and attendance would render it a very expensive

method of doing the simple work of carrying the mails

between the New York and Brooklyn post offices—a

distance of a little less than two miles. A tube system

is limited to mere transportation between fixed sta

tions. It does not embrace the far more important

work of rapid letter collection and quick local de

livery.

What is urgently needed for the improvement of

postal facilities in New York, Brooklyn, Chicago,

Philadelphia, and all our towns, is not a plan of

tubes, but a systematic employment of the street rail

ways. Our cities are ramified in every direction by

numerous lines of cars, horse, steam, elevated, and

cable, which are in motion day and night. There is,

apparently, no reason why they might not be made

available at once, as adjuncts of the post office, in the

rapid collection and delivery of the mails. The expense

would be far less and the operation quicker than is

possible by any system of tubes. The Postmaster-Gen

eral who will inaugurate a comprehensive system for

street car mail delivery and collection will confer a

lasting benefit upon the public and achieve a most

honorable distinction.

In St. Louis a street car mail system has been com

menced on a small scale, and works with much success.

Now let us have it extended and employed in a

thorough manner to all our towns and cities. When

this is accomplished the United States will lead the

world in respect to internal postal facilities and the peo

ple will enjoy therefrom rare advantages. To be able

to hand mail matter to traveling postmen and to know

that it will have immediate delivery is what everybody

requires. The means for doing this stand ready. The

Postmaster-General is clothed with the necessary au

thority. All that is needed to set the work in motion

is an act of Congress granting a reasonable appropria

tion. The increased postal business would soon bring

back returns greater than the expenditure.

A Large Freight Steamer.

On the 22d of October last Messrs. William Doxford

& Sons, of Pallion, Sunderland, launched from their

ship building yard the steamer Samoa, which has been

built to the order of Messrs. Crow, Rudolf & Co., of

Liverpool. This vessel is not only the largest ever

built on the Wear, but is said to be the largest dead

weight cargo vessel in the world. She is 465 feet in

length, has a gross register of 6,400 tons, deadweight

capacity of 9,250 tons on 25 feet draught, and gross dis

placement of 13,600 tons.

–---

A MEDICAL CENTENARIAN.—The death of Dr.

Enoch Fithian, of Bridgeton, N. J., on November 15,

removes the oldest living medical graduate, as he was

reported to be, of the University of Pennsylvania,

from which institution he received his diploma in

medicine in 1815. He was born in May, 1792.
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POSITION OF THE PLANETS IN JANUARY.

MERCURY

is morning star. The swift-footed planet is the first

member of the solar family to contribute an incident

to the January record. He reaches his greatest west

ern elongation on the first at 3 h. A. M., when he is 22°

17 west of the sun. He is then visible to the naked eye,

rising about an hour and three-quarters before the

sun and a half hour later than Venus, who serves as a

guide to his position. The observer will find him in

the southeast. He should commence his quest at 5

o'clock in the morning, commanding a clear view of

the horizon. Venus will quickly appear, and, a half

hour later, Mercury will follow, being about 7° south

east of his brilliant neighbor. The morning must be

exceptionally clear, or the search will be in vain, on

account of the planet's great southern declination. A

morning view of Mercury and Venus in near vicinity

is worth getting up early to behold. Mercury, after

elongation, approaches Venus, both planets oscillating

eastward toward the sun.

The moon, one day before her change, is in con

junction with Mercury, on the 16th, at 4 h. 54 m. A. M.,

being 4°11' south.

The right ascension of Mercury on the 1st is 17 h. 12

m. His declination is 21°12' south, his diameter is

6".4, and he is in the constellation Ophiuchus.

Mercury rises on the 1st at 5 h. 40 m. A. M.

On the 31st he rises at 6 h. 45 m. A. M.

JUPITER

is evening star. The mighty planet is in quadrature

on the 6th, at 3 h. 15 m. A. M. He is then 90° or 6 h.

east of the sun, is on the meridian at sunset, and sets at

midnight. He has reached the second epoch in his

course, counting his opposition as the first. His orbit

is so much larger than the earth's that he shows no

sensible phases, excepting that, when in quadrature,

the limb farthest from the sun is slightly darkened.

This is the best time for observing his moons. When

Jupiter is exactly in opposition or conjunction, his

shadow lies directly behind him, out of our sight, and

we cannot observe the eclipses of his satellites, but only

their transits across his disk. When he is in quadra

ture, and before and after this epoch, his shadow is on

one side, and the whole phenomena in the revolution

of his satellites may be witnessed.

Jupiter is in conjunction with Mars on the 25th, at

10 h. 59 m. P. M., being 1° 36' south. The conjunction

is not a close one, but will be interesting to observe, for

the planets are near setting when it occurs. Jupiter

will be west of Mars on the evening of the 26th, showing

that the planets have passed each other on the celes

tial road.

The moon, two days before the first quarter, makes

a close conjunction with Jupiter on the 23d, at 7 h.

43 m. P. M., being 6' south. Moon and planet will be

so close together that there will be an appulse, and

they will seem to touch each other. The conjunction

is visible, the time is convenient, and the celestial pic

ture when moon and evening star seemingly touch

each other will delight lovers of the beautiful in

nature. It is to be hoped that the clouds will not con

ceal the scene from mortal view.

There was a similar appulse of the moon and Jupiter

on August 13th, 1892. Two astronomers of Marseilles,

France, witnessed the conjunction with the naked eye,

between 7 o'clock and 8 o'clock in the morning, the

time when the appulse occurred in that locality.

Jupiter was seen just touching the northern horn of

the moon, the phenomenon being plainly visible in

full sunlight. The planet was then near perihelion,

near opposition, and was observed in the pure, serene

atmosphere of Southern Europe.

The right ascension of Jupiter on the 1st is 1 h. 0 m.,

his declination is 5°2' north, his diameter is 39".6, and

he is in the constellation Pisces.

Jupiter sets on the 1st at 0 h. 31 m. A. M. On the 31st

he sets at 10 h. 47 m. P. M.

MARS

is evening star. He is fast fading into insignificance,

but plays his part in one of the most interesting events

of the month, his conjunction with Jupiter on the 25th,

which has already been described. The planets after

conjunction are no longer conspicuous companions.

The moon is in conjunction with Mars, two days

before the first quarter, on the 23d, at 5 h. 37 m. P. M.,

being 1° 43' south. The conjunction is visible, as it

takes place an hour after sunset, and about two hours

before the much closer conjunction of the moon and

Jupiter. Mars, Jupiter, and the moon will be near

neighbors on the evening of the 23d.

The right ascension of Mars on the 1st is 0 h. 12 m.,

his declination is 1° 6 north, his diameter is 8".2,

and he is in the constellation Pisces.

Mars sets on the 1st at 11 h. 25 m. P. M. On the 31st

he sets at 11 h. 8 m. P. M.

SATURN

is morning star. He is in quadrature with the sun, on

the 2d, at 9 h. 21 m. A. M., being 90° west of the sun.

He then rises at midnight, continuing to rise earlier

every night, until on the last of the month he appears

above the horizon at 10 o'clock, and will be in conven

ient position for observation. He is nearly as far as

possible from Jupiter, being on the 2d 90° west of the

sun, while Jupiter is 90° east of the sun on the 6th.

Saturn is stationary on the 22d, and commences to re

trograde or move westward.

The moon on the day of the last quarter is in con

junction with Saturn on the 9th at 3 h. 23 m. A. M.,

being 35 south—a distance a little greater than the

diameter of the moon. The conjunction is visible for

observers who are willing to get up in the small hours

to see it. The moon will occult Saturn to observers

who are between the limiting parallels of 10° north

and 86° south, and who also see her in her geocentric

position.

The right ascension of Saturn on the 1st is 12 h. 50

m., his declination is 2° 43' south, his diameter is 16'.4,

and he is in the constellation Virgo. -

Saturn rises on the 1st at 0 h. 9 m. A. M. On th

31st he rises at 10 h. 8 m. P. M.

VENUS

is morning star. The invisible chain that binds her

to the sun is shortening, and, at the close of the

month, she rises only an hour before him and will soon

be lost in his light.

The moon, two days before her change, is in con

junction with Venus on the 15th at 2 h. 3 m. P. M., be

ing 4° 47' south. The conjunction is invisible, moon

and planet being below the horizon.

The right ascension of Venus on the 1st is 16 h. 43 m.,

her declination is 21° 1' south, her diameter is 12.2, and

she is in the constellation Scorpio.

Venus rises on the 1st at 5 h. 10 m. A. M. On the

31st she rises at 5 h. 58 m. A. M.

URANUS

is morning star. He is in quadrature with the sun on

the 30th, at 0 h. 57 m. A. M., being 90° west of the sun.

He is the third of the giant planets that reach quad

rature during the month, Saturn and Jupiter preced

ing him.

The moon, two days before the last quarter, is in

conjunction with Uranus on the 11th at 11 h. 28 m. A.

M., being 1° 1' south. The moon will occult Uranus

for observers between the limiting parallels of 25° and

90° south, who see her as she would be seen from the

center of the earth.

The right ascension of Uranus on the 1st is 14 h. 30

m., his declination is 14° 21' south, his diameter is

3".6, and he is in the constellation Libra.

Uranus rises on the 1st at 2 h. 33 m. A. M. On the

31st he rises at 0 h. 38 m. A. M.

NEPTUNE

is evening star. His right ascension on the 1st is 4 h.

31 m., his declination is 20° 15' north, his diameter is

2".6 and he is in the constellation Taurus.

Neptune sets on the 1st at 4 h. 56 m. A. M. On the

31st he sets at 2 h. 56 m. A. M.

Mercury, Venus, Saturn and Uranus are morning

stars at the close of the month. Mars, Jupiter and

Neptune are evening stars.

TWO FULL MOONS IN JANUARY.

The first full moon occurs on the 2d, at 8 h. 41 m.

A. M. The second full moon makes its advent on the

31st at 9 h. 11 m. P. M., a little less than three hours

before the month closes.

-

A Unique Mathematical Memory.

Jacques Inaudi, called by some “the modern Col

burn,” is the son of Piedmontese peasants, and he did

not learn to read and write until about five years ago,

when he was twenty years old. He learned the num

bers from his brother by repeating them after him, and

after that devised for himself methods of calculation

that are peculiar to himself—that is to say, they differ

from those in ordinary use. In problems of addition

and subtraction he begins with the left hand numbers.

This is stated to be the method of the Hindoo arithme

ticians as well. The boyhood of this young man was

passed in tending sheep, and while he was thus en

gaged his mind developed a passion for numbers—

figures they cannot properly be called in this instance,

for the processes are auditional, not visual, with Inaudi.

Colburn and all prodigies in numerical memory

who have been enabled to give any explanation of

their mental work have stated that visualization was

the basis of memory. Inaudi is rather disturbed than

helped by the use of visible representations of the fac

tors of proposed calculations. If this is true, and there

is no reason to doubt it, Inaudi stands as the unique

mnemonic prodigy of modern times, by reason of the

fact that his powers are based upon the auditory

faculty. Athough his memory for numbers is prodi

gious, his memory for words is quite poor. Neither

prose nor poetry is well remembered by him, and

melody not so well as by most persons. Color, form,

time, and place do not fit in with his capacity, and it is

simply incomprehensible to him, he says, that chess

can be played blindfold.

According to Binet, in his recent paper in the Revue

des Deua Mondes, the complexity of Inaudi's mental

calculation and his rapidity are alike remarkable.

Nearly all the proposed problems have many figures to

add, multiply, or divide and to compare, and yet the

time taken to announce the answer is extremely short.

In a few seconds he adds numbers requiring ten nu

merals for their notation, and subtracts those requir

ing twenty; he rapidly finds the square or cube root of

large numbers; if fractional parts of multiples are in

question, the interval between question and answer is

longer; he finds in a few seconds the sixth and seventh

roots of true powers. He appears to do the mental

part of ordinary examples in multiplication and di

vision in less time than is required to enunciate their

answers. He has been known to carry in memory a

number expressed by twenty-two numerals for a week,

although he had not been warned that he would be re

quested to repeat it. He can repeat a number for

ward or backward or give any section of it, as, for ex

ample, in millions or billions. At the end of a seance

he can recite all the figures that have been mentioned

up to the number of four hundred.

The head of Inaudi is large and his features are regu

lar and surmounted by a forehead full and high as it

is broad. At the Salpetriere a close anthropometric

examination was made, under Professor Charcot, that

revealed some few unimportant signs of degeneration.

Inaudi converses agreeably and is skillful at cards and

billiards. His character is marked by modesty and

amiability, and his intelligence is that of an untrained

but receptive person. It is quite a mistake to set him

down as a mere calculating machine. All inquiry as

to hereditary influences has resulted in a negative re

sponse. He comes from a family of peasants and was

among peasants all his earlier years.—N. Y. Med. Jour.

--4--------

Oxygen in the Purification of Coal Gas.

The main reason for the use of oxygen, says Mr. Har

rison Veevers, is that the oxide of iron is revivified in

the purifiers, without being exposed to the oxygen of

the atmosphere, with its consequent expense of labor

in emptying and filling the boxes, and turning over

the oxide to get a thorough reoxidation. But, irre

spective of this, there was a more serious matter to be

considered. Every time a box was opened, there

would be a loss of at least 1,000 cubic feet of gas, and,

when replaced, an equal quantity of air would either

be included or have to be expelled by a similar

quantity of gas. In winter, a purifier frequently re

quired changing ten times a week, entailing loss of

either 20,000 cubic feet of gas or the inclusion of a

quantity of air, which, by diminishing the illumin

ating power, had to be rectified by the use of a

greater quantity of expensive cannel. After mature

consideration, I advised the adoption of the system of

the Brin Oxygen Company, and the board consented.

A brief description of this method of obtaining a sepa

ration and imprisonment of oxygen from the atmo

sphere may not be superfluous. Air is drawn through

a small purifier containing freshly burned lime,

which desiccates the air, and also removes any car

bonic acid gas, and to make assurance still more sure,

it then passes through a vessel in which there is caustic

soda. Being thus in an almost dry state, the air is

forced through steel or iron retorts, set vertically,

which contain caustic baryta in a spongy condition

and are heated to a faint red heat (about 1350° Fahr.)

The baryta, when heated and under pressure, has the

property of absorbing the oxygen and rejecting the ni

trogen, which escapes by means of a valve. It gives

off this oxygen when a vacuum is created. This work

of alternately arresting and removing the oxygen is

performed in a most admirable manner by an auto

matic machine, which may be worked by steam or else

by a gas engine. This machine can be regulated at

will to suit the action of the baryta. The pressure in

the retorts is 10 pounds and the vacuum 13 pounds.

After being abstracted from the retorts, the oxygen is

forced into a small holder on the Gadd & Mason princi

ple, and thence conveyed to a meter regulated by a

valve to admit 1 per cent of the quantity of gas made.

The holder contains an amount equal to one day's de

mand, but I should advise one of double that capa

city, or even larger. The proportion of oxygen in the

holder is about 90 per cent.

The process may claim to have the following advan

tages:

1. Revivifying the oxide saves labor.

2. It also excludes the admission of nitrogen, and in

consequence of this, less cannel is required to pro

duce the necessary illuminating power.

3. Increased value of the spent oxide. It is impossi

ble to get the strength of the spent oxide to 65 per cent

without more frequent revivifying in the air, at a

greater expenditure in labor than the value of the ex

tra 15 per cent of the sulphur.

4. As the oxide abstracts more sulphur, less oxide is

required annually.

5. Greater uniformity in the illuminating power of

the gas, particularly in small or medium sized works.

--
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IN our recent paragraph relating to Rife's hydraulic

engine or ram the drive pipe was stated to be 18 inches;

| it should have been 8 inches.
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AN IMPROVED CHANGE MAKER,

A device to facilitate the making of any desired

amount of coin change is shown in the illustration,

and has been patented by Messrs. George M. Hill

and Fred P. Alter, of Centralia, Wis.

portion of the casing, which has an inclosing cover,

HILL AND ALTER'S CHANGE MAKER AND RECEIVER,

are six tubes adapted to receive the various coins—

dollars, fifty-cent pieces, twenty-five-cent pieces, ten

cent pieces, nickels and cents. Each tube has a slot

in front, that the coins may be seen, and all the tubes

connect at their lower ends with a chute leading to a

change table. By means of a push bar or slide, con

nected at its rear end with the long arm of a bell crank

lever, as shown in the sectional view, Fig. 1, the

lowermost coin in each tube may be released as de

sired, upon pressing a key which acts upon the free

end of the bell crank lever, the coin then dropping into

the saucer-like holder shown. The several keys are

marked to indicate the coins in the respective tubes,

and a spring holds each of the bell crank levers in such

position that the push bar is normally retained out of

engagement with the coin. Additional keys are pro

vided, each having at its lower end a bar, by which

several levers may be actuated at the same time by

a single key, to make collectively a desired amount of

change. In order to fill the coin tubes, a receiver is

provided in the lower part of the casing, in which is a

set of receiving tubes, shown in section and plan views

in Figs. 2 and 3. In a circular hollow offset near the

lower end of each tube is pivoted a pair of tongs, the

handle ends of which are pressed apart by a spring,

the inner ends extending into the tube to support a

coin dropped upon them. The several tubes are of

sizes corresponding with the coins to be received, and

when one of the upper tubes is empty it is supplied by

removing the filling tube and placing it in the upper

tube, when, by pressing upon the handle ends of the

tongs, the coins pass out of one tube into the other.

-

AN IMPROVED BALANCED SLIDE WALWE.

In the upper portion of the valve shown in the illus

tration is a central vertically movable disk, supported

by springs, and provided with an exhaust steam

passage. The improvement has been patented by

Messrs. John Parker and Fred E. Clark. In the under

side of the valve is a recess communicating at its ends

T

PARKER AND CLARK'S SLIDE WALVE.
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with the interior of the steam chest, so that live steam

can pass to the underside of the valve.

haust ports terminate in a common port with an

elliptical opening in the middle of a balance piston

disk in the top of the valve, the disk being pressed

upward by springs coiled on rods secured in the bot

In the upper

The two ex

tom of the valve, thus forming a steam-tight joint.

The opening in the disk registers at all times with an

opening in the cover of the steam chest connected with

the usual exhaust pipe, and in the periphery of the

disk are held expansion packing rings pressing against

the inner surface of an annular flange of the valve. As

the area of the valve portions seated

on the top of the cylinder, and operat

ing over the ports, about equals the

area of the top surface of the balance

disk, the valve is completely balanced.

This valve requires about one-third

less travel than the ordinary slide

valve.

Further information relative to this

improvement may be obtained of Mr.

John Parker, Sturgeon Falls, Ontario,

Canada.

---e-o-e

Generation of Electric Power in the

Coal Fields.

At a recent meeting of the Manches

ter Association of Engineers, a very in

teresting paper by Mr. B. H. Thwaite,

C.E., of Liverpool and London, was

read on the “Economic Possibilities

of the Generation of Electro-motive

Force in the Coal Fields, and its Appli

cation to Industrial Centers.” Mr.

Thwaite brought before the meeting

three projects of electrical transmis

sion of energy generated in the coal

fields. The first for supplying the Lancashire centers

of industry, and the area adjoining the ship canal;

the second for supplying the Yorkshire centers of in

dustry; and the third for supplying the centers of

industry in the Midlands and the metropolis.

For generating power for driving electric generating

machines they would require high efficiencies with

small powers, and a motor of 500 horse

power was the largest that should be

used for this character of work. The

efficiency of dynamos or electric gen

erating machines was so nearly perfect

that there was only questionable ad

vantage in building excessively large

types, but the motive power and ele

ments should be such that if one or

two parts went wrong it would not in

volve the stoppage of the entire mo

tive power plant; besides, it should be

possible to reduce or increase the power

of dynamic energy production in pro

portion to the demand, and with large

steam engines of 1,000 horse power

and upward this would not be practi

cable. There was another and import

ant advantage in relatively smaller

gas engines. The pulsations of piston

effort could be so arranged that their

effect on the supply would be inap

preciable. In the arrangements of the

plant for the projected coal field gen

eration stations, gas motors of 300 brake horse power

were intended to be used, a pair of these engines being

allotted to each alternating current machine, coupled

direct, one driving the armature in one direction and

the other the field magnets in a contrary direction.

Mr. Thwaite said that ten years ago he had fore

casted that when once the Manchester ship canal was

made, its banks would become the future area of new

industrial developments, and with a line of power sup

ply, a perfect railway connection, and a means of over

sea transmission, it could be stated that no other area

in the world would offer such facilities for cheap in

dustrial production as this area would be with thesup

ply of cheap electricity and unlimited energy proposed.

To realize the marvelous industrial fecundity of Lan

cashire and Yorkshire, they had only to glance at the

lines of the telephonic system already established and

the proposed lines of electric power transmission.

There they had the very acme of economy in trans

mitting thoughts; let them go a step further, and imi

tate nature by laying down a nervous industrial sys

tem to distribute power, and the picture, with the ship

canal complete, was perfect, and would be worthy of

the enterprise of the counties of the Red and the White

Rose.

The chairman, after noting the rapid development

made during recent years in the application of elec

tricity, said they could scarcely brand as impossible

even the most visionary scheme that might be brought

before them in that direction. With regard to the

central supply sources suggested by Mr. Thwaite, he

thought, however, there were some disadvantages

which must not be overlooked. Assuming that there

were a thousand sources of engine power, if one source

failed, then only one out of a thousand failed; but if

there were a thousand motors drawing on one central

source and that central source became stopped, then

they had a thousand firms stopped simultaneously,

and it struck him that the seven millions of horse

power they now had in the country in steam engines

and boilers would not be replaced by the new force as

yet.

Mr. Brown said, in many establishments where they

had replaced their engines by electric motors an im

mense saving had taken place, and he believed that it

was not far from the actual fact to say that, taking an

ordinary machine works, where several engines were

required, at least 50 per cent of the power would be

saved by a central generating station supplying elec

tricity to motors in the various portions of the works,

although, of course, the cost of such an installation

would be pretty heavy. As to the hygrometric econ

omy of the electric light, there was no question of its

being far superior to any other form of light there

WaS.

Mr. Saxon said that one of those questions which

they, as practicing engineers, had to face with regard

to Mr. Thwaite's suggestions was whether they would

have as steady running in their textile factories by

driving with electric motors—either of sufficient power

to drive the whole of the machinery or perhaps sep

arate motors for each room or story—as with the large

engines now in use. His own opinion was that they

would not. He thoroughly agreed with the author as

to the advantage which would be gained in comparison

with small engines. With regard to the cost of the in

stallation, he thought that, what with the excavating,

laying special pipes, copper castings, conductors, etc.,

the author of the paper had underestimated it very

much indeed.

Mr. Beastow agreed with Mr. Thwaite that the steam

engine in a few more years, especially for small powers,

would become obsolete.

---4-e

AN IMPROVED FURNACE.

A furnace patented by Mr. James S. Ecker, and

designed to utilize the fuel to the fullest advantage, is

shown in the accompanying illustration. The top of

the bridge wall slants upwardly and rearwardly, and is

|
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ECKER AND LAIDLAW'S COMBUSTION ARCH FOR FURNACES.

curved to correspond with the curved top surface of an

inverted arch, concentric with the boiler, and forming

a segmental space constituting a combustion and radi

ation chamber just beneath the boiler and extending

back to the rear wall. In the rear of the bridge wall,

at its base, is an air chamber extending to the rear

brickwork and from one side wall to the other, the

top of the chamber being arched, and this chamber is

connected by numerous openings or ports with the

combustion chamber above, formed by the inverted

arch immediately under the boiler. Longitudinal

ports from the front end of the air chamber lead to a

transverse channel in the bridge wall, the latter chan

nel connecting with channels in the side walls of the

brickwork which open at their front ends to the air.

Suitable doors in the rear of the brickwork give ready

access to the air chamber and the combustion chamber

to facilitate cleaning when desired. The large body

of brickwork forming the arched top of the air

chamber and the inverted arch radiating surface

beneath the boiler has considerable storage capacity

for heat, and in its construction allowance is made

for contraction and expansion. The additional sup

ply of air through the ports leading upward from the

air chamber is designed to effect a perfect combustion

of all smoke and gases.

Further information relative to this improved fur

nace may be obtained of Messrs. Ecker & Laidlaw,

Portland, Oregon.

-à
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ship Canal from the Lakes to the Hudson River.

A bill has been introduced in Congress for the en

largement of the Erie canal, with a view to its con

version into a waterway large enough to admit ves

sels of considerable size. It is to be 20 feet deep. The

cost will be one hundred and fifty millions of dollars.

This is a grand project, and would be of immense bene

fit to the great West. It would make ports of entry for

foreign commerce at all the different harbors along the

lakes, extending westward 1,100 miles beyond Buffalo.
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THE BIDEL MENAGERIE.

Mr. Alexandre, a skill

ful operator of Brussels,

has taken a series of pho

tographs representing the

animals that compose the

celebrated menagerie of

Bidel, the tamer, who has

recently obtained the

greatest success at the

representations given by

him at the capital of Bel

gium. Mr. Alexandre has

sent us the photographs

that he has taken, and the

specimens given here will

show our readers that they

are worthy of being repro

duced.

In Fig. 1 we have Ben

gali, a royal tiger, the fin

est in the menagerie. He

was captured in 1880, in

Cochin China, where the

species is quite widely dis

tributed, without, how

ever, being as common as in Bengal.

duce from the Salut Pub

lie :

A sad accident, caused

by the inconceivable im

prudence of the person

who was the victim of it,

occurred at the Vaise Sta

tion, at Lyons. On the

first of September, 1876,

Mr. Bidel, proprietor of the

great menagerie installed

upon the Perrache, receiv

ed from Africa a magnifi

cent lion, which had been

very recently captured in

the deserts of Central Af

rica. This animal, con

fined in a strong barred

cage, had been placed in a

special car, with the fol

lowing inscription: “Fe

rocious animal; lion; one

is forbidden to open.”

A drover of beeves named

Vicard, in the absence of

the conductor, opened the

car, switched off into one

of the annexes of Vaise Sta

tion, and held out a piece

of bread to the lion. Natu

rally, the animal, being

carnivorous, did not care

for it, and only exhibited

the appearance of being

disturbed. Emboldened by this apparent somnolence, Cape of Good Hope; three royal Bengal tigers; two their priso

our man passed his arm through the bars of the cage,

in order to pat the lion's head. The animal uttered a

roar and seized the arm of the imprudent fellow with | This exhibition is very remarkable, and tends to de

Fig. 1.—BENGALI, A ROYAL TIGER OF THE BIDEL MENAGERIE.

---

In Fig. 2 we ward at Lille, comprises also the following animals:

have Sultan, a black maned lion of the Atlas mountains, Nero, a superb lion from the Cape of Good Hope, cap

Africa. He was born in 1872, and was captured in a |tured in 1871; three panthers from the Indies; a gue

trap in 1876. When he reached Lyons he was the cause pard, native of Asia, captured in 1889; a Persian

of a terrible accident, an account of which we repro-l leopard; three superb lions, recently captured at the

|

ment.

Fig. 2–SULTAN, A BLACK MANED LION OF THE ATLAS.

white polar bears; a black Russian bear; and hyenas,

wolves, monkeys, etc.

w

pecially, among the nume

rous people who visit it.

Mr. Bidel's entire exist

ence is devoted to the col

lection of rare animals and

the exhibition of them at

fairs in most of the cities of

France, Italy, and Spain.

The celebrated tanner avers

that he has no special pro

cess for training ferocious

animals. “It simply re

quires,” says he, “great

energy and much will and

courage.”.

Bidel has, without any

preliminary preparation,

several times entered cages

containing tigers, the most

formidable of ferocious ani

mals. He unhesitatingly

presents himself to them,

a whip in hand, looks at

them fixedly, and does not

fear to strike them if they

make a threatening move

Despite such courage and boldness, he has,

nevertheless, been wounded by his animals, and some

times quite severely.

Everybody remembers that in the month of July,

1886, at the Neuilly fair, a lion lacerated all of one side

of his throat. The cele

brated artist Edward De

taille was among the spec

tators of this dramatic

scene, and made a sketch

of it.

Some years ago, Pe

zon, a well known rival

of Bidel, came near being

devoured by one of his

bears at a fair at Chalons

sur-Marne.

One has sometimes nar

rated the story of the

tamer who, having dis

charged his valet, took a

willing man, whom he put

in charge of the cage clean

ing. The next day, our

tamer was much surprised

to see his new servant in

the lion's cage, quietly

sweeping the floor with big

licks of the broom between

the animal's paws. The

anecdote is more amusing

than veracious.

The keepers of the wild

animals in the menageries

of our museums never en

ter the lions' cages, even

when the se animals

have for a long time

been a c cus to me d to

—La Nature.

––-4-e

Smokeless Powder.

The improvements effected in smokeless powder at

his mouth and paws. In a minute Vicard's arm was velop a taste for the natural sciences, and zoology es- the Newport torpedo station have produced some very

crushed by the powerful

jaws of the beast, from the

wrist to the shoulder. The

men of the gang, running

forward armed with iron

bars and wooden stakes,

were unable to make the

furious animal let go his

hold, and he kept half of

the arm of the unfortunate

man between his jaws.

Vicard died in consequence

of his injuries.

On the day following the

accident Mr. Bidel gave a

representation for the ben

efit of the widow and her

child, and worked the ter

rible beast, which con

tinues to have an ever in

creasing success.

Fig. 3, from a beautiful

instantaneous photo

graph, represents Bidel,

the tamer, entering the

cage of another lion,

Pacha, a magnificent spe

cimen of the leonine race

of the Atlas, captured in

1887.

The Bidel Menagerie,

which exhibited at Brus

sels, and a few days after

-

Fig. 3.—BIDEL IN THE CAGE OF ONE OF HIS LIONS,

gratifying results, and

have shown that our new

MN product, as it is called,

is believed by our naval

ordnance authorities to be

better than the French

B N or any other powder.

A quantity of M N smoke

less powder placed in an

iron vessel, wrapped in felt

ing, and exposed to 208 F.

for six hours, was absolute.

ly unaffected, while an

other quantity stood 212"

F. for twenty hours before

showing signs of change.

Smokeless powder stored

for six months at Indian

Head during the pastsum

mer, which was unusually

hot, showed in subsequent

firings that its ballistic pro

perties were unchanged.

On the other hand, a sam

ple of this powder, put in a

freezing mixture at 5° be

low zero F., was unaffect

ed. The safety of this pow

der has also been shown

by experiments. Attempts

to explode it by the ser

vice detonator of mercury

fulminate have failed.
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Gold and Silver from the Sea—A Proposed New

Method for Coating Ships? Bottoms.

The method of J. Bridges-Lee, London, consists in

first sheathing the vessel with copper by any ordinary

accepted means, thereafter joining up the copper

sheathing to the negative pole of a galvanic battery

or direct current dynamo electric machine, and in

amalgamating the whole external surface of the cop

per with mercury. The positive pole of the battery or

dynamo must make earth away from the vessel. Some

of the chief benefits resulting from the employment of

this method will be:

1. That the exposed surfaces of the sheathing can be

kept exceptionally smooth, bright and clean. The

mercury will hold well to the surface of the copper and

fill in any scratches or other minor irregularities, and

the electric current will effectually prevent oxidation.

The passage of the electric current will assist in main

taining uniform adhesion of the mercury to the cop

per. -

2. The surface will be of such a character as not to

afford good hold for barnacles and other marine or

ganic bodies which commonly attach themselves to

ships’ bottoms and cause fouling.

3. Skin resistance will be much reduced, not only on

account of the smoothness of the metallic surface, but

also because of the development under the influence

of the electric current of films of gas upon the exposed

surface. If the electric energy is sufficient to cause

the escape of streams of tiny bubbles all over the sur

face, the layers of water charged with those streams of

tiny bubbles in close contact to the vessel's skin will

oppose less resistance than ordinary water free from

bubbles.

4. Under the influence of the electric currents, pass

ing traces of the precious metals (gold and silver) will

be precipitated from oceanic and other waters upon the

sheathing, and will be there held by the mercury as

amalgam. From the surface scrapings, after a vessel

so sheathed and fitted has been some time afloat, the

precious metals can be recovered by ordinary chemical

Illeans.

5. The gain from diminished skin resistance will

much more than compensate for the cost of maintain

ing the electric circuit and for supplying the requisite

quantities of mercury from time to time.

6. The quantities of gold and silver which may be

recovered from the waters of seas, rivers, or lakes will

often more than compensate for the loss of mercury,

and will nearly always constitute an important item

on the credit side.

In applying this method of sheathing, the ordinary

rule should be followed of using the thickest copper

sheeting toward the bows and thinner sheeting be

hind, and it will ordinarily be found best to make

earth with the positive pole in advance of the ship. A

result of this arrangement will be that there will be

greatest electrical action over those parts of the sheath

at the bow and over the areas just behind the bow and

least action toward the stern, so that while gas bub

bles are freely escaping from the foremost surfaces, the

hinder surfaces may experience only sufficient electri

cal action to keep them bright and clean. There will

be some economy about this arrangement, and if the

positive pole makes earth in front of the bow of the

ship through a metallic plate of difficultly oxidizable or

non-oxidizable metal held in a vertical plane by rigid

attachments projecting from the bows, the frictional

resistance which it will cause need not be very serious,

especially as that pole will also develop streams of

gas bubbles. Of course the plane of the plate which

constitutes the positive pole should be such that if ex

tended backward it would bisect the ship and the sup

ports should be sufficiently firm to hold it continually

in that plane. The electrical connections with the gal

vanic battery or dynamo should be thick copper wires.

The wires from the negative pole may ramify to va

rious parts of the sheathing as may be found most

convenient, and suitable switches may be provided to

control the distribution. Also the positive pole may,

if desired, make earth at other places besides in front

of the bow, through wires or plates dipping into the

water at some distance from the walls of the ship.

*

A Gratuitous Number.

The day of publication falling one day earlier each

calendar year has gradually antedated the issue of the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

SUPPLEMENT, so that in regular order the first number

of the coming volume would naturally issue on Satur

day, December 31.

To avoid the beginning of the new volume before

the commencement of the new year, we have decided

to give our mail subscribers the benefit of an extra

number.

Instead, therefore, of stopping the ScIENTIFIC

AMERICAN with issue No. 26, and the SUPPLEMENT

with No. 886, which would give the subscriber fifty-two

numbers for the year, we shall, at considerable cost,

mail to him a fifty-third number. We hope our mail

subscribers will recognize our liberality in presenting

them with an extra paper, and favor us with a prompt

renewal of their subscription.

IMPROVED PACKING AND GASKETS.

The sectional ring, expansion ring and coil packing

shown in the accompanying illustration are severally

made according to a patent process designed to afford

a perfect lubricator, and so that the expansion will be

horizontal, relieving the rod of all pressure. It is said

to be extremely durable, not burning or getting hard

in the box. The manhole gaskets of the same makers

are said to form especially durable steam and water

© of LAN E Y's

expansion -

Gol L. PA cy. " ". .

MANHOLE GASKETS S.

DELANEY

DELANEY'S COIL AND RING PACKING AND GASKETS.

tight joints, being made to stand a pressure of 300

pounds. These goods are manufactured by Messrs.

H. J. Delaney & Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

-a

Spontaneous Combustion of Arsenic.

Recently powdered metallic arsenic which, in the

process of powdering, had been moistened with water

to prevent dusting, is recorded by E. Hirschsohn as

capable of spontaneous combustion. A quantity of pow

dered arsenic in a double paper bag had been received

late in the evening, and set aside overnight in a basket

containing other articles packed in straw and sawdust.

The next morning, upon opening the store, the pe

culiar garlic-like odor attracted attention to the basket

containing the powdered arsenic. An examination dis

closed that the arsenic had agglutinated to a solid,

glowing mass; that the paper containers had been

charred, and that a portion of the straw was scorched;

a number of bottles in the basket had also burst, owing

to the high heat, and upon the charred paper bag were

sublimed some beautiful crystals of arsenious oxide. A

fire, which probably would have been attributed to

some other cause, was in this case averted.—Pharm.

Ztschr. f. Russl., 1892, 612; Am. Jour. Pharm.

—-t-e---

A PEN RACK ON THE SLEEVE OR CUFF.

A convenient attachment for the sleeve or cuff of a

coat or other garment, designed to hold a pen or pen

cil within easy reach, is shown in the accompanying

illustration, and has been patented by Mr. Isaac W.

Housser, of Winnipeg, Canada. It consists of a frame

piece composed of an upper and lower plate, carrying

$'.

HOUSSER’s PEN RACK.

between them the lower portions of a spring wire coil,

the individual coils of which are sufficiently spread to

receive and hold between them one or more pens or

pencils. Attached to the holder is a spring clamp, one

member of which presses against the inner side of the

sleeve or cuff, gripping it with a spring pressure suf

ficient to maintain the holder in position on the out

side of the garment. If desired, a strip of blotting pa

per may be held between the cuff and holder.

Rain Making by Means of Smoke Balloons.

The experiments on rain making now being con

ducted under the direction of General Dyrenforth in

Texas recall the unsatisfactory tests of a year ago.

Since presenting an article on the subject which

appeared in Science, November 27, 1891, some few

experiments have been made by the writer in prepara

tion of an outdoor test. The lack of funds necessary

for these (though the amount required is not large)

has prevented the undertaking of experiments to the

present time.

While the government has furnished General Dyren

forth with facilities, in general, equally applicable to

methods now proposed, and as practical failure seems

attendant upon his results, it would seem not unwise

to test the theory advanced in the article above re

ferred to. The gist of the theory is that dust particles

in the upper strata of the air, under suitable meteoro

logical conditions, may form nuclei where condensa

tion may occur, and a rainfall be induced. So far as

laboratory experiments go, as mentioned in that article,

the presence of dust particles seems necessary for the

condensation of moisture. Among other experiments

mentioned, the following may be taken as interesting

and suggestive. A jet of saturated steam was admitted

into a large glass receiver, and the condensation of the

steam showed a cloud filling the receiver. The air was

then pumped out and filtered through cotton wool

before being readmitted. In this dust-free air of the

receiver the jet of steam was again admitted, but no

trace of condensation could be seen. With repetitions

of the experiments the results were the same. The

conclusion seemed established, in the laboratory at

least, that dust particles were necessary for condensa

tion. -

Similar conclusions are arrived at by Professor John

Aitken, of Scotland, although I am not aware that he

proposed any use of dust particles for the artificial

production of rain. After "performing these experi

ments in my laboratory, I was naturally anxious to try

them on a larger scale in Nature's laboratory.

The objections that have been raised since the article

appeared, that dust and smoke are frequently abun

dant in our atmosphere, especially over large cities,

without the production of rain, does not necessarily

prove that, should dust or smoke be let into the up

per air layers, precipitation might not be caused.

Further, the optical effects from dust and smoke seem

to indicate that it is continually settling, and does not

reach to any great height in the atmosphere above

the earth. The experiments made since the above

article was written were directed toward finding the

substances most suitable for producing a dense and

long-continuing smoke. Substances which give the

densest smoke burn too rapidly. I tried various ways

of increasing the duration of their burning without

impairing their smoke-giving qualities. By mixing

turpentine with saw-dust or with straw paper pulp,

and then subjecting the mass to hydraulic pressure,

the time of burning of a quarter of an ounce was

increased from about one minute to twenty minutes,

while the smoke given out was very dense. Balls

made in this way, and two inches in diameter, would

easily continue smoking over three-quarters of an

hour.

From these preliminary tests, the plan proposed was

as follows: To raise, at intervals of about one-half

mile across country, a number of captive balloons, each

capable of lifting about thirty pounds, and each con

taining approximately 1,000 cubic feet of gas. Sus

pended from each of these balloons by a light iron

wire should be one of these slow-burning smoke balls

weighing about 30 pounds, which could be lighted on

the ground and raised by the captive balloon to about

one-half mile into the upper air strata. The time for

experiment must be determined by meteorological con

ditions. As the balls were consumed the balloons

could be drawn down, new balls attached, and the

balloons allowed to rise, and in this way over a con

siderable extent of country considerable smoke could

be gradually turned into the upper layers of the air.

The chief expense in such an experiment would be

for the balloons, which would cost in the neighbor

hood of $100 each. No expensive explosives are neces

sary, and as the Texas experimentalists seem provided

with balloons, the experiments could be conducted

there without appreciable expense to the govern

ment.

It was proposed by the writer to make a series of

tests in the State of Kansas, but the comparatively

small sum of money necessary is not available, nor

will other work at present allow.

The reiteration of this dust theory for the artificial

production of rain is given in the hope that it may

suggest to others its desirability and a method of ex

perimentation. A theory which has at least a labora

tory verification is certainly worthy of test on a larger

scale, and the expense of such testing is certainly not

prohibitive. It need not be mentioned that such ex

periments should be accompanied by meteorological

observations, and from these a place and time wisely

determined. LUCIEN I. BLAKE.

Physical Laboratory, University of Kansas.
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IMPROVEMENTS AT THE HARLEM RIVER BRIDGE,

There are three railroad bridges across the Harlem

River, the estuary connecting the water of Long Island

Sound with the Hudson River. The principal one of

these bridges, situated in the line of Fourth Avenue,

is used by the New York Central, the Harlem, and the

New Haven Railroads for their passenger traffic prin

cipally. An immense number of trains pass over it

daily, so much so that it has become insufficient for

its uses. It included always a center swinging draw.

This draw was struck so often by passing boats that

apprehensions were entertained as to its working per

fectly. Accordingly, to preserve the integrity of the

river navigation, and also of the railroad transit, an

auxiliary draw was erected adjoining the swinging

draw. This second one, from the designs of Mr. G.

H. Thompson, of the New York Central road, was of

the lifting type. In the upper cut, this draw is seen

in position nearest the front of the picture, while im

Inediately back of it is the old swinging draw. The

floor of the new drawbridge was carried on the top of

plate girders, which were free to swing up or down on

horizontal pivot or hinge joints immediately adjoining

the front of the tower. To open the draw, it was sim

ply pulled upward, rising into a vertical position. To

effect this operation, cable hoisting machinery was pro

vided, and to give scope to its operation, the tower,

shown in the cut, was erected.

The tower is an iron lattice work structure, 126 feet

high, with a base 34 feet 6 inches wide and 48 feet 6

inches long. Its front pillars are vertical, and within

them counter weights were provided to relieve the

hoisting machinery of most of the strain of lifting the

draw. It will be seen that in raising the bridge from

a horizontal position, less and less power is required.

Accordingly, the system was so arranged that as the

bridge rose, counterweights were successively detached,

thus compensating for the decreased moment of the

structure. The bridge has now to be removed and

replaced by another structure. Independent of the

requirements of present traffic on the Harlem River, it

is obvious that when the improvements now under

way shall have been completed by the Federal govern

ment, it will become a waterway of considerable

importance to the city. The bridge also is of increas

ing importance with regard to the railroad traffic, and

the opening of its draw, even now, has had to be

restricted, owing to the number of trains which have

to pass it. A new bridge is to be built, elevated nearly

30 feet above the water, so that the majority of boats

can go under it without the draw being opened. In

accordance with the requirements of the Federal

government, the new draw in the new bridge will have

to give a minimum opening of 100 feet at right angles

to the axis of the stream. As the bridge runs at an

angle with this axis, the full opening of the draw will

exceed 165 feet on each side of the center pier. The

drawbridge truss which will swing in its center there

fore will beabout 400 feet long, and will carry four lines

of tracks. The bridge will be the continuation of the

elevation of the tracks in Fourth Avenue—a colossal

work soon to be begun.

To enable the new bridge to be constructed, a tem

porary bridge is to be built at one side of it, which is

shown in the upper cut. When this bridge is finished,

trains will use it, and the old structure will be demol

ished and replaced by the elevated bridge just men

tioned. The temporary bridge, however, must have

a draw, and the Federal engineers exacted a min

imum width, requiring trusses 106 feet long. The

old trusses of the lifting draw spanned but a little

more than 90 feet. To provide the new draw for the

temporary bridge, it was determined first to move the

tower bodily into position in line with the temporary

bridge, and to use it to raise and lower the lattice

girder draw, 106 feet in span. The line of travel of the

tower having been decided on, rows of piles were

driven; caps were placed on them, and on these 12 by

12 longitudinal timbers were placed. Rails were then

spiked down on the timbers so as to form a hori

zontal sliding way. The tower was jacked up bodily

3 feet after being stripped of counter weights and other

material so as to make it as light as possible. It is

calculated that 100 tons weight were thus removed, of

which 85 tons were represented by the counter weights

alone. Even when this was done, the residual weight

was in the neighborhood of 180 tons. When the tower

was thus elevated, slideways in continuation of those

laid on the outside were placed under it. The rails

were lubricated with Dixon's plumbago lubricator

and the tower was lowered upon them. A six-spool

hoisting engine with falls of very large size, with great

sheave blocks, being 18 inches in diameter, was ar

ranged to draw the tower away from the bridge along

the line of the slide. Some apprehension was felt as

to the success of the operation, but it was found that

the tower might be moved a distance of 8 feet

without interfering with traffic, so it was decided

that here, at least, was room for experiment.

Accordingly, before the final operation, the tower

was moved back and forth to distances of a

few feet to test the practicability of the operation.

When everything was ready, the final operation of

moving, illustrated in the lower cut, was executed. It

was done at night, in order to avoid interruption to

traffic. At 12:30 A.M., the tracks were cut by the rail

road company, and the way was cleared for the tower

to be drawn out from its position. The foreman in

charge of the work, as a signal code, arranged at one

motion of his hand to indicate one revolution of the

engine. When all was clear, the engine was started,

first slowly, and then more rapidly, and in 21 minutes

the great mass was moved 54 feet. The railroad com

pany replaced the tracks, and by 3:20 A.M. all was

ready for traffic once more. There was absolutely no

interruption to traffic. The tower is to be moved along

on its present course until the line of the new tempo

rary bridge is reached, when it is to be moved forward

in position. When installed here, the lattice girders

will be put in position. As this will then be the only

drawbridge, hoisting machinery of double the power of

the original will be put in, so as to insure rapid ope

ration.

The work of moving the tower was done by the firm

of Coffrode & Saylor, of this city, who were its original

constructors. All the operations were in charge of

their foreman, Mr. Maylan, and the entire work was

successful in every sense of the word.
-

On Smoke

Professor William Ripper, of Sheffield, recently de

livered, in connection with the Sheffield Technical

School, a lecture on the important subject of “Smoke

Prevention Appliances.” At the outset, the professor

said that although it might be impossible in some

branches of manufacture without considerable diffi

culty to prevent smoke, it was now generally admitted

that so far as steam boiler chimneys were concerned

smoke may be almost entirely abolished. Notwith

standing between two and three thousand patents have

been taken out for smoke prevention appliances, smoke

is still with us, not because of lack of inventors or good

inventions, but because it is cheaper and less trouble

some to make smoke than to prevent it. If it had been

shown to be cheaper to burn smoke, there would have

been no need for acts of Parliament to prevent it.

Smoke is the result of incomplete combustion. The

conditions necessary for complete combustion are suf

ficient air, its intimate mixture with the gases to be

burnt, and high temperature. A common oil lamp

smokes, but when a chimney is fitted to it, it burns

brighter and the smoke disappears. This is precisely

the effect of a funnel or chimney on a boiler furnace;

and the power of the furnace to effectively consume

fuel depends upon the draught. Insufficient draught

to burn the quantity of combustible gases proceeding

from the fuel must result in smoke. High temperature

—at least 1,000° F.—is necessary for ignition of the

gases; the presence of a relatively cold water jacket

round the furnace is not conducive to complete com

bustion.

The smoke trouble is largely due to want of appre

ciation of the importance of the boiler. No care or ex

pense is considered too great to save 5 per cent with the

engine, but while engineers were racking their brains

to make a small saving with the engine they often lost

sight of the fact that two or three times the economy

Inight be obtained by turning their attention to the

boiler. Every engineer who knows his business recog

nizes that the boiler is as important a machine as the

engine, and requires just as much skill and intelligence

to properly manage it. The phenomenal 1.3 pound of

coal per indicated horse power per hour says a good

deal for the boiler engineering on steamships, and

where such results are obtained the shovel has probably

more to do with it than the valve gear. A fireman's

life—especially a marine fireman's—is certainly not a

happy one, but it is none the less certain that the skill

and intelligence with which he does his share of the

work have a good deal to do with the efficiency and

economy of the engineering department.

Professor Ripper mentioned the fact that the medi

cal officer of health for Sheffield had told him that the

cases of smoke nuisance are more often due to want of

care than to want of appliances, and this, the professor

said, he could confirm from personal observation. It

has been said a good stoker is the best smoke burner,

and (said the lecturer) there is much truth in this,

though he did not like to press it, as it might be con

sidered a reflection on the stokers of our smoky towns.

Hand firing is still the common method of firing boil

ers, and where a boiler is not overpressed, a good stoker

can fire so as to make very little smoke.

The most approved method of firing is to fire lightly

and often, and on each side of the furnace alternately,

so that the gases from the green coal on one side may

be burnt by the bright fire on the other side. In ad

dition the grid on the fire door might be open, and air

admitted at the back of the bridge. Admitting air at

the back of the bridge is a common method in some

places, and it certainly consumes the smoke. But such

an arrangement should be fitted with a door for regu

lating the supply of air, otherwise, although the smoke

might be burnt, a large amount of heat might be

wasted by the passing of cold air through the flues dur

ing the time there was no smoke to burn; and if the

~

Prevention,

chimney temperature was say 500°F., then each pound

of air not required for combustion was carrying with it

about 105 units of heat to waste. In some devices for

at least half the day cold air was going through to no

purpose, and seriously affecting the efficiency of the

boiler. Some boilers are fitted with automatic arrange

ments for opening the air supply to back of bridge or

in fire door when it is opened, and with a regulator for

allowing of the gradual closing of the air supply. These

automatic fittings are an improvement, but they are

not perfect, as they have to be set to suit the average

needs of the furnace, in which case, after firing or rak

ing, they are sometimes open too long and sometimes

not long enough to burn all the smoke.

Now, the object of the air is to burn the fuel, and the

best place to burn it is in the furnace, where it should

pass either through or over the fuel. Air admitted at

the bridge spoils the draught through the fire bars.

The cold air takes the line of least resistance to the

chimney, and will not go through the fuel if it can find

a short cut through the bridge. Air through the fire

door and steam jet air injectors cure smoke. A great

advance upon our present methods would be the ad

mission of hot air in the front of the furnace to pass

over the fire, the air being first heated by the waste

gases. This is now being done with much success by

Messrs. John Brown & Co., Limited, with marine boil

ers and induced draught; and for stationary work

there is certainly a future for hot air supply to the fur

Inace.

As a natural result of the endeavor to increase the

economy of the boiler as well as of the engine, many

devices have been proposed to feed the furnace by me

chanical means, and so obviate the ...necessity for the

frequenting opening of the fire door and the consequent

admission of large volumes of cold air. There have

been many mechanical difficulties in the way of their

introduction, but these difficulties are now largely over.

come. The machine stoker has not yet been found

practicable with marine engines, but for stationary

work it is undoubtedly finding considerable favor. The

advantages claimed for the mechanical stoker are:

More water can be evaporated per pound of coal, the

cheapest kinds of fuel can be used, more steam can be

produced per hour, and there is little or no smoke when

the stoker is not driven too hard. In some instances

these stokers, where adopted, have been taken out

again, and a return made to hand firing; but this fact

should not condemn the mechanical stoker without

further knowledge of the circumstances. Strong evi

dence can be brought to show that in many districts

throughout the country these stokers are giving great

satisfaction, and it may be taken for granted that

where they receive as much ordinary care and attention

as is needed by any other machine, and where they are

not hard pressed, they will do good work—burn the

smoke and soon pay for themselves.

If a manufacturer requires more steam, and it is a

choice between having another boiler or a mechanical

stoker to the existing boilers, he should choose the ad

ditional boiler. In some instances the manufacturers

have chosen the stoker, overworked it, been disap

pointed at the results, and discarded it.

To sum up, Professor Ripper maintains that smoke

can be prevented by care in firing, assisted by auto

matic devices for admitting air at the door and bridge.

But such a method is not perfectly satisfactory in point

of economy. A mechanical stoker, especially a stoker

receiving ordinary attention, and not overpressed,

will burn the smoke, consume cheaper fuel, and pay

for itself.

-

Gum Arabic.

About a year ago it was noticed that the extensive

falsification to which gum arabic was being sub

jected, owing to the disturbances in inner Africa, had

made good gum rare and expensive. In consequence

of this scarcity other substances are introduced from

Australia, South America, etc., as substitutes for gum

arabic, but none of them is equal to the genuine Sou

dan guin.

A. Jacksch, in a paper on this subject, states that in

ferior materials mixed with gum Gheziri are coming

into Germany in large quantities, and being sold as

“gum in granulo,” and that many of the best firms

have been deceived.

It is impossible to recognize this imposition by sim

ply dissolving the substance, for the gelatinous par

ticles, being very fine, are suspended in solution and

remain invisible; but the adulteration can easily be

detected as follows:

Some of the suspected sample is mixed with ten times

its weight of hot water, and then allowed to stand for

three or four hours, stirring the mixture occasionally.

The insoluble matter will settle down, and then about

half of the liquid should be poured off, and the same

quantity of cold water added to make up the original

bulk, which is then stirred and again set to stand, and

this repeated twice.

A RED fir tree in Chehalis County, Wash., is 400 feet

high, and nearly 54 feet in circumference six feet from

the ground.
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THE NEW ARMY MAGAZINE RIFLE. as far as the guns submitted for examination are con

The Springfield rifle, which has been the standard |cerned, to be thoroughly exhaustive, and in which

arm of our soldiers for many years, and is undoubtedly nothing has been neglected that the experience of

one of the best old style single fire pieces ever used in foreign governments could suggest.

any army, is at last to be superseded by a modern | The Board on Magazine Arms, by whom this service

magazine rifle, the details of which have been definite- has been performed, was constituted by an army order

ly decided upon. Ever since the conclusion of our of December 24, 1890, and its report was submitted

war, in 1865, all the European governments have been August 19, 1892, being signed by Lieut.-Col. Robert H.

expending large sums of money in experimenting upon Hall, Sixth Infantry: Lieut.-Col. J. P. Farley, Ord.

and constantly changing the infantry arm which has Dept.; Maj. H. B. Freeman, Sixteenth Infantry; Capt.

been placed in the hands of their soldiers. The needle | S. E. Blunt, Ord. Dept.; Capt. Geo. S. Anderson,
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ish gun in the absence of a half-cock notch on the

cocking piece and the introduction of a safety lock

similar to that on the German and several small arms.

The lock is operated by a thumb-piece, b, which causes

the spindle to turn down into a notch, a, in the body

of the bolt, locking the firing pin when in the

firing position and preventing the opening of the

bolt. The form of the thumb of the firing pin

and cocking piece is slightly altered. A spiral spring,

d, is substituted for an original flat sear spring. An

ejector, e, f, is placed in a cut in the bottom of the re
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THE NEW UNITED STATES SERVICE MAGAZINE RIFLE, ADOPTED AT THE RECENT TRIALS.

gun of Prussia aided largely in deciding the conflict of Sixth Cavalry. Fifty-three guns in all were subjected

that country with Austria, in 1866, in favor of the for- to trial, including those submitted by American and

mer, and its superiority over the French chassepot in foreign inventors, and the officially adopted arms of

1870 was conceded, but since that time Germany has Austria, Belgium, Denmark, England, France (for

twice changed her infantry arm. France has also cavalry), Germany, Japan, Portugal, Roumania, Rus

made important changes, finally adopting a perfected |sia and Switzerland. It was unanimously decided that

Lebel, and a Berthier gun for cavalry service. Austria, the gun selected should be an efficient single loader

after trying different forms of guns, has taken as its and a rapid magazine arm, holding at will the maga

standard a Mannlicher rifle and carbine, Belgium has zine in reserve, with a cut-off plainly indicating to

a form of the Mauser, and Great Britain, after most the officers the class of fire being delivered. The bolt

elaborate trials, has adopted in a tentative way what system of breech closure, as developed in the last few
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THE “BRUCE” MAGAZINE RIFLE.

ceiver, a channel in the lower side of the bolt extend

ing nearly to the bolthead, and permitting it to pass

freely over the ejector until, in withdrawing the bolt,

the head strikes the knob, causing the longer arm of

the lever, f, to rise, and, with a blow on the cartridge

shell, throw it clear of the receiver. The magazine

space itself does not, as in the Danish gun, project

beyond the left face of the stock, and the gate is

hinged horizontally and opens downward, instead of

swinging out to the right, as in the Danish gun.

It is difficult to imagine a more trying series of tests
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is known as the Lee-Speed gun, very similar to the | years, was also strongly recommended instead of the than those to which the different arms before the

Lee or Remington magazine gun, which was highly block system. board were subjected, and in all of which the finally

commended by a board of United States navy officers. The gun finally selected is a modification of what selected piece proved its eminent superiority. The gun

in 1870, and has since been in regular use in the navy.

It has been principally from a just conception of the

has been heretofore known as the Krag-Jorgensen was first fired twenty shots from the shoulder, maga

gun, adopted by Denmark for its army, but the piece |zine loaded, and held in reserve till the last; then as

practical state of the case, and a desire to avoid the has been considerably changed to meet the severe tests rapidly as possible for two minutes, both as single

expensive errors of the military authorities abroad, required by the board. A longitudinal section of the loader and as a magazine gun. An endurance test of

that our own army officers have been apparently slow breech mechanism, with the bolt in the firing position, 500 continuous rounds, without cleaning, followed,

in deciding upon the new rifle with which our soldiers and showing also the magazine space, is given in both with using the magazine and holding it in reserve.

are to be hereafter armed. But the work has now our illustration, the small figure being a section of the Afterward the piece was exposed in a mechanical dust

been done, after examinations and trials which seem, magazine and receiver. The bolt differs from the Dan- box to a most severe dusting, and then tested after
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THE “HAMPIOEN” MAGAZINE RIFLE.
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simply wiping with the bare hand. Still further tests

consisted in thoroughly rusting the breech mechanism,

and then firing the arm in this condition, while yet

other tests were made by using defective cartridges in

thc gun, to determine its liability to being permanently

disabled from such cause, as occasionally happens in

actual service.*

From the first, the board made every possible effort

to induce American inventors to enter these competi

tive trials, desiring especially to secure for the service

an arm of distinctively American origin. And it was

the general expectation at the outset that American in

ventors would lead all others in this field, but the guns

of home design presented, although containing many

highly ingenious features and some special merits of

high character, were generally found wanting in the

combination of qualities which had been decided upon

as the standard. The delay of inventors in presenting

their arms caused an undue prolongation of the work

of the board, some of the arms tested being withdrawn

several times for correction and improvement. There

is reason to believe that a knowledge of the rules laid

down by the board, and a general understanding of

the manner in which these exhaustive tests were con

ducted, will have the effect of stimulating American

inventors to making renewed efforts in this line.

Among the other guns tested by the board which

made a remarkably good showing, notwithstanding

the severity of the trials, was one presented

by the inventor, Mr. L. F. Bruce, of Spring

field, Mass., of which we give a sectional

view of the breech mechanism, with the

action open and magazine full. The left

wall serves as a guide and support for the

long rib, a, of the bolt, and in front the cas

ing, b, considerably overhangs the receiver

with a helicoidal surface, c, which, when the

nose, d, of the guide rib comes into bearing,

cams the bolt around to the right. A

channel, e, in the tang permits the passage

of the cocking piece, m. The magazine is

a hinged box revolving down and to the

rear, and it can be cut off and held in reserve

while the gun is used as a single loader.

In the tests of this gun 15 shots were fired

as a single loader in 55 seconds, the maga

zine being then turned on and its five shots

fired in 15 seconds. Thirty-six shots were

then fired, using the gun as a single loader,

in two minutes, 38 shots being fired in two

minutes at another trial. As a single loader

the fire was more rapid than as a magazine

loader. In the endurance trial the bolt

worked stiffly as the gun became heated

toward the close of each set of 50 shots,

and some minor but apparently easily rem

ediable defects were disclosed. The dust

test also disclosed some defects, there being

difficulty in extracting shells, and the mech

anism working stiffly. No injury was done

to the piece by the use of defective cart

ridges, or by excessive charges, but the

mechanism always required the exertion of

considerable force to operate it.

The “Hampden.” arm, shown in section

with the action opened in one of the illus

trations, is so named in honor of Hampden

County, Mass. It was submitted by the

inventor, Mr. Thomas B. Wilson, of Spring

field, Mass., and showed wonderfully good

qualities when subjected to the prescribed

tests. The magazine mechanism, including

the cut-off, is entirely contained in the cart

ridge packet, which is placed in a receptacle to the

left of and above the receiver. The latter is cut away

at the right side, having a straight shoulder, a, upon

which the long guide and locking rib of the bolt rests

when ready for firing.

In the tang is a channel, e, for the passage of the nose

of the cocking piece, h, and the extractor, d, has hooks

engaging over the body of the bolt and the sleeve as

sembling the parts of the bolt. In the top of the

cartridge packet is a folded leaf spring, y, one end

secured under a cross bar, r, while the other end acts

as a follower, the weight of the cartridges assisting

the action of the spring. The cut-off, g, is a flat

piece of spring steel sliding in the socket, i. From

the position and form of the cartridge packet, by

simply using larger packets a greater number than

five cartridges can be introduced into the magazine,

the number being limited only by the convenience of

handling the packets and the amount of projection

above the gun.

In the first test 15 shots were fired as a single loader

in 54 seconds, followed by the 5 shots from the maga

zine in 15 seconds. Forty-five shots were then fired in

two minutes, using the piece as a single loader. In

testing the piece for two minutes as a magazine arm,

six trials were made, on account of various mishaps,

the last trial resulting in 50 shots being made; and in

- An illustrated description of the manner in which these tests were

carried out was published in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of August 22,

1891.
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firing from the hip at short range, 30 shots were

made and 5 cartridges introduced into the magazine

in one minute. Throughout the 500-round endurance

test the mechanism worked well, and also as a single

loader for 100 rounds. The gun also worked well after

both dust tests, with the magazine loaded and empty

when exposed, and defective cartridges and excessive

charges in no way affected the mechanism, which

worked freely and well and to the satisfaction of the

board. After rusting the bolt had to be opened with

a mallet, and the firing pin was rusted fast, so the gun

could not be fired.

The other American guns submitted to the board

included one by John H. Blake, of New York City, in

which the magazine, lying below the receiver, contains

a revolving cylindrical packet holding seven cartridges;

a gun by the Chaffee-Reece Arms Co., of Washington,

D.C., with a tubular magazine carrying five cartridges

in the butt stock; one by M. H. Durst, of Wheatlands,

Cal., having a cylindrical ten-cartridge magazine lying

directly below the receiver, the cartridges being loaded

singly or stripped from a clip as with the Mauser gun;

one by Ivert Larsen, of Chicago, with five-cartridge

magazine and cut-off; one by J. W. Mullins, of Faris

ton, Ky., in which the magazine is designed to hold

but three cartridges; one by Major W. R. Livermore

and Captain A. H. Russell, of the United States army,

very similar to the Lee-Speed gun of England; and

PROF. NEWBERRY.

one by Arthur Savage, of Brooklyn, N.Y., with a

magazine adapted to carry nine cartridges.

Before the question of selecting the best breech

mechanism was submitted to the board, the War De

partment had fixed upon 0:30 of an inch as the caliber

of the new rifle, instead of 0:45 of an inch, the old

standard. It had also settled upon the length of the

barrel, the twist of the rifling, the number and form

of grooves, and the dimensions of the chamber corre

sponding to the new cartridge, which will have a bot

tle-necked shell, and will, when loaded, be 3:09 inches

long. The bullet will be 0.309 inch in diameter and

weigh 230 grains; it is made of hardened lead incased

in a jacket of copper. A charge of 36 grains of smoke

less powder is to be used, giving an extreme range of

4,000 yards, or a range of some 1,500 yards with a very

flat trajectory. The smokeless powder used on the

trials came from Wetteren, Belgium, but we already

have a smokeless powder, perfected by officers in the

Service, which has many superior points, and is

thought to be fully equal to any of the smokeless pow

ders heretofore made in Europe.

The report of the board, forwarded to the War De

partment in September last, approved by the chief

of ordnance and the Major-General commanding, has

also received the approval of the department, and in

November orders were issued for the commencement

of work upon this new United States magazine rifle at

the gun shop of the Springfield Armory. A great

amount of preparation is necessary before it will be

possible to turn out the guns rapidly in quantities

sufficient to supply the army, much of the present ma

chinery having to be materially changed and consid

erable new machinery having to be supplied, but this

work of preparation is now well under way. It is being

energetically pushed under the immediate direction of

Captain S. E. Blunt, of the ordnance department of

the army, who was the recorder of the board, and who

has a national reputation as being one of the most

competent officers in the service in all matters pertain

ing to the manufacture, handling, and use of small

arms. It is expected that deliveries of the new arm to

the army will commence about June or July, 1893.

JOHN STRONG NEWBERRY.

The present year will be long remembered in the

history of the National Academy of Sciences by the

large number of deaths among its distinguished mem

bers. Scarcely had 1892 been ushered into existence

when the loss of the venerable Quartermaster-General

Montgomery C. Meigs was made known. In quick

succession came the announcements that the physicist

Lovering and the chemist Sterry Hunt were no more.

The botanist Watson and the astronomer Ruther

furd died before the year had reached its fullness. In

the early autumn the engineer Trowbridge died,

and now, as the year is fast drawing to a close, death

claims as its victim one whose genius placed him

easily among the very first of our geolo

gists.

John Strong Newberry was born in Wind

sor, Conn., on December 22, 1822. His an

cestry was thoroughly American and his

grandfather served with distinction in the

revolutionary war, attaining a high rank in

the army. At an early age the boy accom

panied his parents to Ohio, and, as he grew

up, determined to study medicine. Accor

dingly he entered the Western Reserve Col

lege, where he was graduated in 1846, and

two years later received his medical diploma

at the Cleveland Medical College. This

education he supplemented by two years in

Europe, where, besides pursuing special stu

dies, he visited the great capitals.

Few men at that period were able to begin

a professional career so well equipped in

every respect as young Dr. Newberry. The

city of Cleveland was, even in those early

days, a large place and was beginning to feel

the prosperity that came to it in consequence

of the building of Western railroads. Per

haps more than any other city in Ohio it

was a social center, and in 1851 Dr. New

berry settled there in the practice of medi

cine. For four years he was active in his

profession, but his scientific researches were

steadily leading into those branches which

subsequently became his life work.

Soon after the discovery of gold in Cali

fornia, the desirability of a transcontinental

railway was agitated, and the selection of a

suitable route was one of great importance.

The nationai government took an active in

terest in the matter, and during the years

1853–6 no less than five separate lines of geo

logical reconnoissance were in active opera

tion in different sections of the country west

of the Mississippi River. To a young and

enthusiastic student of natural history, here

was a new and great field to be studied.

James D. Dana and Philip T. Tyson had

made brief reports on the geology of Cali

fornia, but otherwise it was a terra incognita.

Accordingly, in 1855, Dr. Newberry joined the

United States army as an assistant surgeon, and in

that capacity, but with charge of the geology, he was

assigned to the exploring party sent out under com

mand of Lieut. Robert S. Williamson, to examine the

country between San Francisco and the Columbia

River. He gathered information on the botany, geolo

gy, and zoology of the territory visited, and his reports

appear in the sixth volume of the “Reports of Explor

ations and Surveys to ascertain the most Practical and

Economical Route for a Railroad from the Mississippi

River to the Pacific Ocean, made in 1853–6,” which was

published in Washington in 1857.

The work proved congenial, and, promptly on finish

ing his report, he joined the expedition under Lieut.

Joseph C. Ives, assigned to the exploration and navi

gation of the Colorado River. With this party he

entered the river at its mouth and ascended the turbu

lent stream by steamer some five hundred miles, until

the entrance of the Grand Cañon was reached, where

he spent nearly a year in making researches in the

geology and natural history of that territory. His

observations formed the most interesting material that

was gathered by the expedition, and more than one

half of the “Report upon the Colorado River of the

West, explored in 1857-8,” issued by the government in

1861, was written by him. It was doubtless the inter

est aroused by this account that ten years later led

Major John W. Powell, now director of the United
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States Geological Survey, to make his famous explora

tion of the great canons of the Colorado.

When the war broke out he was elected a member

of the U. S. Sanitary Commission, and was instru

mental in extending the work of the commission

throughout the Western States. After the war was

over, he was called to fill a chair of geology and pale

ontology in the then recently established School of

Mines of Columbia College, on the duties of which he

entered in the autumn of 1866. In this capacity he

continued until December, 1890, when a sudden stroke

of paralysis compelled him to relinquish work. A year's

leave of absence was promptly granted him, but at the

expiration of this term he was unable to return, and

he was made professor emeritus.

He was appointed paleontologist to the United

States geological survey in 1884, and assigned to the

charge of certain portions of fossil botany and fishes,

concerning which he reported on the “Fossil Fishes

and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey

and Connecticut Valley” (Washington, 1888), and on

“The Paleozoic Fishes of North America” (Washing

drain it. Operations were begun last spring, the con

tract being awarded to C. B. Howell, of this city. The

work began with sinking a crib and putting in opera

tion a centrifugal pump, with 20 inch suction and 22

inch discharge, and a capacity of 15,000 to 20,000 gal

lons per minute. The water was discharged into the

Carp River. A few days ago the work was brought to

a successful culmination. The lake, of 800,000,000 gal

lons estimated capacity, was emptied, and a handsome

profit is expected as the result of the operation.

-e-4-e

A LION AT LARGE.

The accompanying illustration represents an inci

dent which lately occurred in the streets of Bordeaux.

A traveling menagerie had taken up its quarters on

the Boulevard de Cauderon, on the outskirts of the city

near the Parc et Jardin d'Acclimatation, and, during

feeding time, one of the lions managed to evade the

keepers and escape from his cage. The wild beast tore

down the spacious boulevard to the consternation of

the passers by, and suddenly turned into a by street.

Here he observed, outside a tavern, a sleepy cart horse

The firing does not seem to have injured the lion, for

as soon as he had had his fill of horse flesh he turned

to continue his promenade. At this moment a young

man proposed to attempt to lasso the beast, and covered

by the revolvers of the gems d’armes, he made the

attempt. After many futile efforts, the noose eventu

ally fell about the neck of the lion, and, being pulled

tight by the excited crowd of pursuers, the animal was

dragged, half-strangled, back to his den. It was for

tunate that the cart horse was the only victim of this

unusual excursion.—Daily Graphic.

-------e

Antiquity of the Saw.

The saw is an instrumentof high antiquity, its inven

tion being attributed either to Daedalus or to his

nephew Perdix, also called Talos, who, having found

the jaw of a serpent and divided a piece of wood with

it, was led to imitate the teeth in iron. In a bass-relief

published by Winckelmann, Daedalus is represented

holding a saw approaching very closely in form to the

Egyptian saw. St. Jerome seems clearly to allude to

the circular saw, which was probably used, as at pre

ton, 1889). Material on the fossil

plants of the cretaceous and

tertiary rocks of the far West

was for some time in his posses

sion, but had not been suffi

ciently completed for publica

tion up to the time of his death.

Of honors he had many. In

1867 the degree of LL.D. was be

stowed on him by the Western

Reserve College, and in 1888 the

Geological Society of London

conferred upon him its Murchi

son medal, which was the first

time this honor had been be

stowed upon an American geolo

gist. It was then well said of

him that “He is a geologist

after Murchison's own heart—

keen of eye, stout of limb, with

a due sense of the value of de

tail, but with a breadth of vision

that keeps detail in due subordi

nation.” -

In his death science loses one

of its masters, for he was rich in

those accumulated experiences

which we call wisdom. Human

ity loses a friend, for seldom has

a life been spent in more active

philanthropy; but his influence

cannot die, and will live to

“Reach thro’ nature, moulding men.”

—M. B.

-o-c-e-o-e

Draining of Lake Angeline.

Lake Angeline, in the Mar

quette Range, was a little lake

near Ishpeming, Mich. The

Cleveland Iron MiningCompany

and the Lake Superior Iron

Company owned together about

four-fifths of the area of the lake.

sent, in cutting veneers. There

are also imitations of the use of

the center bit, and even in the

time of Cicero it was employed

by thieves. Pliny Inentions the

use of the saw in ancient Belgium

for cutting white building stone;

someof the oolitic and cretaceous

rocks are still treated in the

same manner, both in that part

of the Continent and in the south

of England. In this case Pliny

must be understood to speak of

a proper or toothed saw. The

saw without teeth was then used

just as it is now by the workers

in marble, and the place of

teeth was supplied, according to

the hardness of the stone, either

by emery or by various kinds of

sand of inferior hardness. In

this mannertheancient artificers

were able to cut slabs of the

hardestrocks, which consequent

ly were adapted to receive the

highest polish, such as granite,

porphyry, lapis-lazuli, and ame

thyst.

---e-e

Carrying Capacity of Wires.

The safe carrying capacity of

a wire is that current which it

will convey without becoming

painfully warm when grasped in

the closed hand. In reference to

this it must be remembered,says

the Electrical Age, that this test

cannot safely be made with the

wires carrying currents for arc

lights, and it is intended to be

applied only with reference to

the conductors of incandescent

lights. These may be handled

The rest was owned by the Pittsburg and Lake Ange

line Company. The lake was a beautiful sheet of water

nearly a mile long, one-third of a mile wide, and about

forty-five feet deep in a number of places. Its average

depth was 20 feet. The operations of the mining com

panies have for some time extended beneath its bed,

and it was determined by the mining companies to

harnessed to a hay cart, and evidently awaiting the

return of its driver from the estaminet. Although

pursued by his keepers and a crowd of police, the lion

at once flew at the horse and fixed his jaws into its

neck. The poor beast plunged and kicked, but it was

of no avail, and while he neighed piteously the police

began firing with their revolvers at the struggling pair.

without risk; but with the conductors of the arc lights,

where, as is usually the case, there are a number in

series, a severe shock may be experienced on touching

the wire, and if a ground connection existed by chance

elsewhere, and some other conditions were present by

which the full force of the current passed through the

body, this shock might be fatal.

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS.

Railway Appliances.

METALLIC TIE. —Andreas Mattijetz,

Giddings, Texas. This tie is made of U-shaped chan

nel iron, with inverted U-shaped cross plates secured

by their sides to the sides of the channel iron, flanged

lugs secured to the cross plates being adapted to en

gage the bases of the rails to lock them in position on

the cross plate, while flanged vertically extending

plates are passed through slots in the ends of the

channel iron. The tie is designed to be cheaply man

ufactured and very durable, preventing the spreading of

the rails and displacement of the ties, especially on

curves.

RAILROAD FROG.—John S. McAdams,

Ashland, Pa. A pivoted point is by this invention

formed of two rails with an intervening throat

piece bolted together and pivoted at the juncture of

the switch rails and the rails of the main track, and

connected with a pivoted letter, the arrangement being

such that a train passing over the frog has a continu

ous bearing, and jar and noise are avoided. As the

wheels have a full bearing, with trains moving in either

direction, on the main truck or turn-out, the wear and

tear are reduced to a minimum.

R O D STRAIGHTENER.— Patrick Mc

Cann, St. Ignace, Mich. This is an improved clamp

for straightening metal rods, bars or braces, and more

particularly for straightening sliding switch rail rods

or braces on railroads. The improvement consists of

a screw clamp with attached turning or pressure foot.

which can be readily employed by one man, and with

out removing the rods or braces from the rails, or ne

cessitating any stoppage of trains.

Electrical.

ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTER.—Lucien M.

Kilburn, Council Bluffs, Ia., and Scott Van Etten, Oma

ha, Neb. This invention relates to automatic lighting

and extinguishing burners in which an oscillating gas

valve in the gas tube is opened and closed by arma

tures and levers operated by magnets, a sparking de

vice igniting the gas when it is turned on. The im

proved burner is designed to have greater efficiency,

capacity, and certainty than has heretofore been

afforded by such burners, while obviating all danger of

leakage of gas through the valve and burner.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.—William R.

Garton, Keokuk, Ia. An armature is arranged to slide

in a solenoid having at one end a guide rod which re

ceives a flexible conductor, and at the opposite end a

carbon rod, while a pair of serrated plates are ar

ranged with their faces near each other, one of the

plates being connected with the ground and the other

normally in contact with the carbon carried by the ar

mature. A closed chamber, nearly airtight, incloses

the upper surface of the lightning arrester plate and

the carbon carried by the armature. This improve

ment is designed to protect all electrical apparatus con

nected with the lines, and the dynamos and lamps upon

the lines.

Mechanical.

WRENCH.-Daniel C. Wiest, Mohrs

ville, Pa. This is a simple, strong, and durable ratchet

wrench, readily adjustable to nuts of various sizes, and

which can be conveniently operated. It is provided

with improved meansfor changing the ratchet, so that

the wrench may be used either as a right or left hand

e

wrench. It has a revoluble jaw-holding nipple, held

to turn in an interior aperture of the wrench head, as

sisting the action of the jaws.

Box MACHINE.—Charles W. Roberts,

Lawrence, Kan. Box blanks may, by the machine pro

vided by this invention, be rapidly and accurately

shaped and held in place until they are fastened by

nails or otherwise. Upon a suitable support is a sta

tionary form, below which are vertically movable and

pivoted jaws and a pivoted bottom plate, in combina

tion with means for simultaneously operating the bot

tom plate and jaws. The machine is especially adapted

to make berry and other light boxes, such as are usu

ally formed of wood veneers, paper board, etc.

BELT HoDDER.—William F. Cleveland,

Rounthwaite, Canada. This is a simple and readlly

applied device, more especially designed for use on

thrashing machines, etc., where driving belts are ex

posed to the wind, the device holding the belt in proper

place and preventing displacement by the wind. The

device rises and falls with theordinary vibration of the

belt, thus lessening the friction, and it also serves as a

belt tightener.

DIFFERENTIAL HolSTING MACHINE.—

Charles F. Cliff, Durham, Canada. In this construction

a fixed and a revoluble internal gear wheel are em

ployed, a wheel receiving motion from the fixed wheel

and imparting motion to the other wheel, there being

two sets of intermediate gearing, with which also the

driving shaft is connected. The differential gearing is

very simple and compact in construction, and prevents

any accidental backward motion of the drum shaft

when the drum is heavily loaded.

Agricultural.

CULTIVATOR. —James Birch, North

Ontario, Cal. This is a light and durable cultivator for

orchard use, provided with a suitable riding frame for

the driver. The cultivatorframe can be readily raised or

lowered while the machine is moving in a straight line

or rounding curves, and the various shovels and

scrapers employed can be quickly and easily attached

to and detached from the cultivator frame. The riding

frame may be detached, if desired, and the machine

used as an ordinary cultivator.

STUMP PULLER.—Adams C. French,

Rapid City, South Dakota. The frame of this device

carries an upright shaft, formed with conical large and

small cylindrical portions, to which the bore of the

main drum is conformed, having at its upper end a

tenon-like portion on which is journaled a second

drum, above which, on the upright shaft, is journaled

a sweep, pins on the sweep being movable into and out

of engagement with the main drum or the second drum.

In addition to its use in stump pullers, this drum may

be used with advantage in derricks and other hoisting

machines.

Miscellaneouse

LUMBER DRIER.—John W. Piver,

Americus, Ga. A lumber support is arranged in a dry

ing room of a house warmed by a heater, and is com

posed of an inclined side support and a base support

formed of a series of step-like blocks having their up

per surfaces approximately at a right angle to the side

support, whereby iumber may be piled in an edgewise

inclined position, without the use of racks having
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separate seats for each row of boards, and without

requiring the boards to be set endwise into the pile.

APPARATUS FOR CONDENSING FUMES.

-Albert F. Schneider, St. Louis, Mo. This apparatus

comprises a cooling chamber having a flue inlet at one

end and a discharge at the other end, a perforated hori

zontal partition near the bottom on which pipes are

mounted endwise, spraying nozzles delivering into the

chamber, and means for collecting the condensed ma

terial beneath the perforated partition. It is designed

to condense and collect the fumes, gases and dust of

shaft, roasting and reverberatory furnaces, and is

especially adapted to furnaces used in silver, lead, gold

and copper ore smelting and milling works, and in re

fineries treating the metal products and by-products.

ACCOUNT KEEPING DEVICE.—William

W. Maxwell, Champaign, Ill. This device consists of

a number of movable flies mounted in a suitable frame,

each fly having an index arm. while account sheets

made in the form of endless belts are held to turn on

the middle portions of the flies. The device is designed

for use by banks and large mercantile firms, to take the

place in a great measure of journal, ledger and balance

books, enabling the bookkeeper to make his entries

easily and quickly and readily prove the accuracy of

his work.

REIN HOLDER.—George W. Thomp

son, Sag Harbor, N. Y. This device is designed to

hold the reins in such a manner that the horse cannot

easily throw his tail over them. The device has a base

with a recess to receive the hip strap, a wedge-shaped

slide being dovetailed into the recess, the outer por

tion of the slide having a curved horn or guide. By

this improvement the reins when slack are prevented

from dropping down over the horse's sides. The de

vice is readily fastened to the hip straps of the har

Diess.

HORSE COLLAR.—William Murr, Foun

tain City, Wis. This collar is designed to preserve its

shape at all times, and is adapted to be readily opened

and closed at the throat, having a flexible top which

serves as a hinge to conveniently swing the sides apart.

The stuffed sides of the collar have each a plug fastened

in their lower ends, the inner ends of the plugs being

beveled and curved rods secured flatwise upon them

and extending upward in the middle of the stuffing.

SHAFT TUG.—John A. Lesh, Markels

ville, Pa. An inner loop is fitted and movable in the

main loop of this tug, there being side guides in the

main loop alongside the inner loop and a connecting

piece at the bottom extending through the inner loop.

This construction prevents any twisting of the inner

loop and relieves both loops of wear, while the back

strap may be connected with the main loop without

forming any protuberance at the back of the latter.

SNAP HOOK.—Samuel Brown, Quincy,

Ohio. The hook proper, according to this invention,

has a bifurcated nose portion, within which is pivoted

and works a hook-shaped latch, also provided with a

closing nose piece and backwardly extended saddle

like projection having a snapping or catching lip for

engagement with the shank of the hook proper. The

improvement dispenses with a spring for closing the

latch, and there is no liability of the snap hook being

opened either by its own play or movement or that of

the usual ring or fastening held by it.

ROAD CART. — Alexander D. Curry,

Istuchatta, Fla. This invention provides a connection

between the axle and thills, which permits the thills to

rock without communicating any of the motion to the

axle or the rigid portion of the connection, providing

also a novel form of supports which can be quickly and

easily adjusted. The construction affords a cheap and

simple easy running cart, designed to entirely avoid

horse motion.

FENCE POST AND HOLDER.—George

W. Schofield, Jacksonville, Ill. The holder is tubu

lar, preferably of earthenware, and with a base flange

forming a support for a metal post, having a two-part

lower end, both extremities of which project outward

in opposite directions under the lower edge of the

holder. The improvement is designed to afford a post

of great strength and stability, especially adapted for

corner or end posts, on which the pull or strain comes

when tightening up the wires of wire fences.

CoLLAR BUTTON.—David O. Parks,

Denver, Col. Two spaced disks are connected together

by a shank, a collar-receiving stud projecting from the

outer disk, to which disk is hinged a plate adapted to

be swung up in front of the stud to hold a collar on.

It is a simple form of button, easily attached to the

neck band, and not readily pushed or pulled out, by

means of which the collar may be readily secured in

place without pushing a button through the button

holes of the collar.

LAMP HANGER.— George Albee, Sus

quehanna, Pa. This is a simple device for suspending

electric lamps or lanterns, to be manipulated by a sus

pension rope. It comprises a pulley block, with a sus

pension loop pivoted upon and depending from the

axis of the pulley, a lamp-supporting hook engaging

the lower end of the loop, in connection with a releas

ing lever pivoted on the shank of the hook and ar.

operating cord or cable.

DENTAL PLUGGER.—Henry R. Kline,

Ashtabula, Ohio. The hammer tube of this device has

the usual hammer and pneumatic connections, and

there are projecting stay rings secured to the hammer

tube, a tubular socket sliding in the stay rings and hav

ing shoulders to engage them, in connection with a

fastening device to fix the plugger in the socket. The

device is adapted to hold any of the usual hand plug

gers, and is so constructed that the air tube cannot

accidentally close to interfere with the working of the

hammer. It has a pair of air bulbs, so that sufficient

force may be given to the hammer by a slight pressure

of the foot,

DENTAL SEPARATOR. — Benjamin

Simons, Charleston, S. C. This is a device for forcibly

separating two adjacent teeth to give access to cavities

difficult to reach. It consists of two pairs of gripping

claws to clutch the adjacent teeth to be separated, and

two right and left screw shafts geared together by cog

wheels, the shafts being tapped through the shanks of

the claws, and when rotated forcibly separating the

teeth.

GAME BOARD.—John S. Williams,

Trenton, N. J. This board has three circular walls

connected by straight walls, the circular walls each hav

ing an inward opening on the common inclosure. The

game is played with white and black marbles, put

together in one circle, and to be separated and rolled

into the other two circles, the white marbles into one

and the black ones into the other, by simply tipping

the board, without touching the marbles.

DISINFECTING DEVICE.—John W.Bow

erbank, Jersey City, N. J. A receptacle is provided

with a depending metallic drip tube and inner rubber

lining tube, the metallic tube being compressed trans

versely, thereby compressing the rubber tube and

forming its bore into a narrow slit through which the

Hiquid is adapted to drip. The device is inexpensive

and designed to exactly control the dropping escape

of the fluid to places where contagious exhalations

may escape.

DESIGN FOR BICYCLER'S B A G. —

Stephen B. Gilhuly, Long Branch, N. J. This bag

has the form of a truncated scalene triangle, the wide

and narrow ends being parallel, and the angle of the

lower edge being considerably greater than that of the

upper edge, while all the lines are straight.

NoTE.—Copies of any of the above patents will be

furnished by Munn & Co., for 25 cents each. Please

send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date

of this paper.

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS.

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVA

TIONS MADE IN NEW SOUTH WALES

DURING 1889. Under the direction of

H. C. Russell. 8vo. Pp. 148. Maps.

Price 3s. 6d.

The meteorological observatories of New South

Wales appear to be fully equipped with good apparatus

from the London makers. A work of this kind is of

course of little value outside of the district treated in

the work.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

EU ILDING EDITIo N.

DECEMBER NUMBER,-(No. 86.)

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

1. Elegant plate in colors, showing a very attractive

dwelling at Warberth Park, Pa., erected at a cost

of $4,150 complete. Floor plans and two perspec

tive elevations. John Robinson, architect, Ger

mantown, Pa.

2. Plate in colors showing a residence at Springfield.

Mass. Perspective views and floor plans. Cost

$12,000 complete. Mr. Guy Kirkham, architect,

Springfield, Mass. An excellent design.

3. A colonial residence at Newton Highlands, Mass.

Perspective view and floor plans. J. W. Beak,

architect, Boston. A picturesque design.

4. A pretty cottage erected at Bridgeport, Conn., at

a cost of $1,600. Floor plans, perspective, etc.

A. M. Jenks, architect, Bridgeport, Conn.

5. A dwelling house erected at Warberth Park, Pa.,

at a cost of $4,478 complete. Mr. C. W. Macfar

lane, architect, same place. A model design.

Floor plans and perspective.

6. A “Queen Anne "cottage erected at St. David's,

Pa., at a cost of $5,500 complete. A unique design.

Perspective elevation and floor plans. F. L. &

W. L. Price, architects, Philadelphia.

7. A residence in the “Colonial "style of architecture,

erected at St. David's, Pa. Perspective view and

floor plans. Cost complete $5,800. F. L. & W.

L. Price, Philadelphia, architects.

8. A residence on Golden Hill, at Bridgeport, Conn.

Perspective elevation and floor plans. D. R.

Brown, architect, New Haven, Conn. An excel

lent design.

9. A residence recently erected at Springfield, Mass.

Floor plans and perspective elevation. Cost

$2,490 complete. Mr. A. B. Root, architect, same

place. A pleasing design.

10. Picture of Aldworth, Sussex, the home of Lord

Tennyson. Portrait of Lord Tennyson.

11. Sketch for a cottage at Saucelito, Cal.

12. Design for a thirty-story building.

13. Sketch of residence of Mr. Howard Bell, Atlanta,

Ga.

14. Miscellaneous contents: Some of the merits.—Water

tight cellars.—Read this with care.—Improve

your property.—How to catch contracts.—The

education of customers.-Erection of additional

buildings.—Concave sounding boards.—A high

railway bridge.—A complete steel house front,

illustrated.—An improved woodworking ma

chine.-Finely carved woodwork, illustrated.—

Steam and hot water radiators, illustrated.—

Plaster of Puris.—Disinfection by means of sul

phur.—A novel newspaper building.—Fine steel

ceiling in an art gallery.

The Scientific American Architects and Builders

Edition is issued monthly. $2.50 a year. Single copies,

25 cents. Forty large quarto pages, equal to about

two hundred ordinary book pages: forming, practi

cally, a large and splendid MAGAzINE of ARCHITEC

TURE. richly adorned with elegant plates in colors and

with fine engravings, illustrating the most interesting

examples of Modern Architectural Construction and

allied subjects.

The Fullness. Richness. Cheapness, and Convenience

of this work have won for it the LARGEST CIRCULATion

of any Architectural publication in the world. Sold by

all newsdealers.

MUNN & CO., PUBLISHERs,

361 Broadway, New York.

QBusinese and GPereomat.

The charge for Insertion under this head is One Dollar a line

for each insertion; about eight words to a line. Adver

tisements must be received at publication office as early as

Thursday morning to appear in the following week's issue

For mining engines. J. S. Mundy, Newark, N.J.

“U.S.” metal polish. Indianapolis. Samples free.

Presses & Dies. Ferracute Mach. Co., Bridgeton, N.J

Best baling presses. Ryther Mfg. Co., Watertown, N.Y.

G. D. Hiscox,361 Broadway, N.Y., Consulting Engineer.

Heading machinery. Trevor Mfg. Co., Lockport, N.Y.

Universal and Centrifugal Grinding Machines.

Pedrick & Ayer. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Improved Hydraulic Jacks, Punches, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

Screw machines, milling machines, and drill presses.

The Garvin Mach. Co., Laight and Canal Sts., New York.

Centrifugal Pumps for paper and pulp mills. Irrigating

and sand pumping plants. Irvin Van Wie, Syracuse, N.Y.

Stow flexible shaft. Invented and manufactured by

Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y. See adv., page 396.

Guild & Garrison, Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacture steam

pumps, vacuum pumps, vacuum apparatus, air pumps,

acid blowers, filter press pumps, etc.

Split Pulleys at Low prices, and of same strength and

appearance as Whole Pulleys. Yocom & Son's Shafting

Works, Drinker St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Parties having devices for utilizing the heat in boiler

stacks for heating the feed water will please address

Wm. Jennings, Secretary, Harrisburg, Pa.

Aluminum-For agents or advertisers. Sheet Wire

Ingots Novelties. Send stamp for catalogue. Cincinnati

Aluminum Co.

Perforated Metals of all kinds and for all purposes,

general or special. Address, stating requirements, The

Harrington & King Perforating Co., Chicago.

To Let-A suite of desirable offices, adjacent to the

Scientific American offices, to let at moderate terms.

Apply to Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, New York.

Hydrocarbon Burner (Meyer's patent) for burning

crude petroleum under low pressure. See adv. page

381. Standard Oil Fuel Burner Co., Fort Plain, N. Y.

Fine Castings in Brass, Bronze, Composition (Gun

Metal), German Silver. Unequaled facilities. Jas. J.

McKenna & Bro., 424 and 426 East 23d St., New York.

The best book for electricians and beginners in elec

tricity is “Experimental Science,” by Geo. M. Hopkins.

By mail. $4; Munn & Co., publishers, 361 Broadway, N.Y.

Canning machinery outfits complete, oil burners for

soldering, air pumps, can wipers, can testers, labeling

machines. Presses and dies. Burt Mfg. Co., Rochester,

N. Y.

Competent persons who desire agencies for a new

popular book of ready sale, with handsome profit, may

apply to Munn & Co., Scientific American office, 361

Broadway, New York.

Wanted–Engineers and pilots. Twenty licensed en

gineers and pilots to run small passenger steamers for

the summer months of 1893, in connection with the

World's Fair. Sober, steady men are invited to write us

for further information. Chas. P. Willard & Co., Cly

bourn and Southport Aves., Chicago, Ill.

*"Send for new and complete catalogue of Scientific

and other Books for sale by Munn & Co., 361 Broadway,

New York. Free on application.

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names and Address must accompany all letters,

or no attention will be paid thereto. This is for our

information and not for publication.

References to former articles or answers should

give date of paper and page or number of question.

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should

repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that

some answers require not a little research, and,

though we endeavor to reply to all either by letter

or in this department, e: must take his turn.

Special Written Information on matters of

personal rather than general interest cannot be

expected without remuneration.

Scientific American Supplements referred

to may be had at the office. Price 10 cents each.

Hooks referred to promptly supplied on receipt of

price.

M11nerals sent for examination should be distinctly

marked or labeled.

(4626) M. asks: 1. Does the Mississippi

River run up hill, as it is said that its mouth is three

miles higher than its source? A. Water never runs up

hill. The Mississippi a thousand miles from its mouth

is about 300 feet above the sea level for the difference

of the two latitudes. The spheroidal form of the

sea level is fixed by gravity, and all water above that

level gravitates toward the sea or down hill, although it

may be running farther from the earth's center. 2.

If the earth in going around the sun in its orbit makes

one day in a year without turning, how many times

does it turn on its axis to make 365 days * A. The

days, as ordinarily reckoned, are solar days of 365% in 1

year, but 3664 revolutions on its axis. 3. If you in

crease the speed of the crosshead of an engine so that

it is no longer on the point where it changes its direc

tion than it would have been if it had not changed.

does it stop any more in one case than in the other? A.

Reciprocating motion stops at the end of the stroke,

under any possible speed. 4. As it is farther over a

half circle than across the base, why does it not take

more board to make a tight fence over than across? A.

If the boards are vertical, the chord or straight line is

at right angles to their edges, and their width is their

measure. While on the vertical curve the measure is at

an angle equal to the angle of the curve, which is

greater than the chord measure. This is readily de

monstrated by a diagram. 5. When the earth cooled

down wasn’t the climate tropical at the poles a long

time before it became frigid A. The polar regions

are supposed to have been tropical in the early geologi

cal ages, when the sea was warm and rain prevailed at

the poles, or possibly the polar axis may have gradu

ally changed its position.

(4627) F. K. W. writes: Suppose that

to a car having four wheels we apply four brake shoes,

but not with pressure enough to slide any wheel. Also

| to another car of same kind under same conditions we

apply two shoes, with force enough to slide two wheels

dead. Which will stop quicker ? Will not the car

with wheels sliding be stopped just as quick as the dis

tance covered by the inertia of the car's motion? In

other words, two wheels running loose against two

locked, the loose wheels will have no propelling power,

will they A. The car with the four brakes will stop

the car quicker. There is less friction in a sliding

wheel than with a rolling wheel held by a brake, up to

near its sliding resistance. The relation of the mo

mentum of the car and the sliding friction of its wheels

is an uncertain amount, depending upon the condition

of the surface of the track and wheels.

(4628) S. A. D.—Luminouspaint can be

applied to cardboard without any previous preparation.

SUPPLEMENT No. 497 contains an article on luminous

paint.

TO INVENTORS.

An experience of forty years, and the preparation of

more than one hundred thousand applications for pa

tents at home and abroad, enable us to understand the

laws and practice on both continents, and to possess un

equaled facilities for procuring patents everywhere. A

synopsis of the patent laws of the United States and all

foreign countries may be had on application, and persons

contemplating the securing of patents, either at home or

abroad, are invited to write to this office for prices

which are low, in accordance with the times and our ex

tensive facilities for conducting the business. Address

MUNN & Co., office SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 361 Broad

way, New York.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For which Letters Patent of the

United States were Granted

December 20, 1892,

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE.

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]

Acid, making oxyuvitic, B. R. Seifert......

Ammonia, process of and apparatus form

P. Kuntze. . - -

Animal trap, O W - 488,232

Auditorium chair...J. W. Patt 488,533

Auger handle, D. B. Whitehill.. 8.463

Automatic sprinkler, P. W. Swan. 488,257

XXie and box, vehicle, G. W. Smith. 488,486

\xle lubricator, W. H. Pugh 488,402

lag holding device, J. Peer... 488.449

Bagasse carrier, L. W. Brown 4.

!ale tie, P. Bardon........

*allot box. E. Hoxie

Battery.

Bell, door, A. Iske.............

Belt tightener, H. y..

Bicycle stand, 'H. C. Wiedenmann. - -

Billiard scorer and register, R. N. M. '''
Blanks, automatic device for feeding, W

Vine. ...

Bobbin winder,

oiler, T. L. & T. J

oiler setting, F. G. G -

loring apparatus, F. Gardner............... - - -

ox. See Ballot box. Letter box. Tote box.

ox support, W. D. Smith

Brake. e Car e.

Brick or tile cutter, A. Z.

Brooder, chicken, #. Barne . 488.4

room corn cleaner, F. W. -

room support, C. A. dso . 488,50

sucket, fire, J. M. Miller. ... 488,

# #,£ #uggy to . Shivell. -

£ Quatermas . 488,451

urner. See Oil burner.

UILLOII, helor, J. F. Platt. 488,219

Cable crossing, W. Bowers. 488,262

Calendar, J. Wallin............ . 488,461

Camera and photograph exhibitor, combined, W.

W. Esmond.................................. ... 488,331

Can body forming machine, R. D. Hume. . 488.476

Can labeling machine, F. X. Gaudrie..... . 488,273

Can£ Wright & Rogers . 488,346

Car brake, H.£r - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - . 488.314

Car brake adjuster, L. T. Knowles.... . . 488,359

C. B. Martin.. . 488,339

ng. H. Schaeffer - . 488,507

ng. J. A. & L.R. s. . . 488,490

ng and buffing mechanis

- - 488,496

488,326

488,386

488,353

488,276

Car, railway dumping, G. Talbot. . 488,295

Car safety attachment, R. L. Lynch.. . 488,477

Car sand box, S. Crory......... . 488,387

Car# G. Gibbs..... 488,474

Car starter, W. Weaver..... . 488,462

Car trolley stand, electric, E. M. Bentley.. ... 488,179

by steam, device for heating railway, J. E. 488,202

oward. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Carbons, uniting broken pieces of arc light, N. P.

Stevens................... -- ... 488,

££ G. A.#A -#
cleaning apparatus, A. • *.*.*,

£ £ for breec

arms, C. Sc# - - - - . 488,456

Ceiling plate, metallic, L. L. 488,

Chair. See Auditorium chair.

Check, baggage, A. A. Glisson............... ... 488,334

Chocolate cutter. Ashby & #old. , 488,493

C#" knife, A. B. Schofield............. . 488,289

Chords, instrument for drawing, W. H. Brown.... 488,327

Clamp. See Rope clamp. -

Cleaner. See Broom corn cleaner.

Clutch, H. Bunker............................. 488,383

Coal loading apparatus, P. Best. - . 488,304

Coal separator, E. F. Long................. . 488.211

Coal washing machine, Gallacher & Lang . 488,429

Cockle separator, A. G. Miller........... . 488,443

Coin-operated device G kind . 488,196

Color chart, J. Whi 488,375

Colter, W. E. Sefton....... . 488,457

Column, metal, J. H. Gray . 488,274
Combination lock, J. D. Crai . 488,518

Compound engine, H. C. 488,250

Concentrator. W. H. Ogden "...' ..... . 488,528

Confectionery machine, T. Robertson.. ... 488,404

Conveyer, G. H. Tench..................... .... .. 488,4t

Cooler. See Water cooler.

Cotton to gins, apparatus for feeding seed, S. D.

Murra

Coupling. See Car£ Thill coupling.

tte et al.......Crimping machine, A. 252

Cultivator, A. Cowart.................... . 488,270

Cultivator, listed corn, A. Woolstoncro . 488,845

Current motor, alternating, C. S. Bradley. . 488,306

Currents, system of distribution for poly e

alternating, C. S. - . 488,307

Currycomb, C. J. & W. Schwei . 488,291

cle stand, W. M. Justice.... 488,395

Diaphragm meter, J. B. Knickerbocker . 488.504

Dice thrower, coin-controlled, C. C. Clawson...... 488,328

Drill. See Rock drill.

Drill and eccentric chuck, H. W. Buckland........ 488,382

Drill, clearance cutting machinery for twist, 0.

Parpart 488,218

Dye, basic yellow, Gnehm & Schmid.. . 488.

Dyeing apparatus. R. Nickles..... iss.

£ regulator, C. J. Bogue...................... -

Electric lights, device for raising or loweringsus

£ F. P. Welsh............... .. - - -

Electric motor, C. S. Bradley..........

Electrical distribution box. W. H. Ha

Electrical switchboard, J. W. Lyon.

Elevator operating mechanism, C. E. 488,526

Elevator safety attachment, L. W. Butler. 488,424

Embalming, T. Martin...................... . 488,338

Engine. See Carding engine. Compound engine.

Gas engine. Rotary engine.

Extension table, J. F. Wiggers...................... 488,465

Eyeglasses, B. A. Gilbert............................ 488,312

Fans, £pporting frame for rotary, S. D. Shep

end . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fa' F. S. Owells............ .......... 488,401

Feed water heater and purifier, J. MacDonald..... 488.52.
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Fence machine, picket wiring, J. H.I.Frank. . 488,310 | Sewing machine tension device, I. La Chapelle... ,505

Fence, metallic, J. G. Lindsay 488,210 | Sewing machine tension device, A.C.£ ... 488,508

Fence, portable, J. G. Orr Sheet metal, coating, E. Norton.................... 488,527

Fence post, metallic 488,193 Sheet metal plate, compound,W. B. Hollingshead 488,499

Fence stay. hedge. É. *|sh'',patter' for
Fender. See Car fender. C. A. & L. K. iams.............. ... 488,344

Fifth wheel, A. H. Worrest......... .......... 488,237 | Shovels, making, W. E. Keeler. ... 488,503

Filter, oil, J. Deuss................. .......... 488,264 | Shutter fastener, F. Mesker...... ... 488,478

fiiters, distributing feed nozzle for, H. C. Thurs- Shutter worker, C. Zimmerman............ . 488.4

ton ...... 488,297 || Signal. See£
Filtering material, F. Lascar........ - Signal repeater, T. H. Patenall............ 488

Fire alarm ap aratus, A. G. Davis...... 488, Skiving machine, H. Masterson..

Firearm, recoil-operated magazine, H. K. White. 488,409 | Slate attachment, M. Wyman............

Fire kindler, S.M. N. Rogers.. . 488:3| Slatted, structure for floors, stairs, etc.,

Fishing reel, J. Wom Hofe.. . 488,408 thlt". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Folding seat, J. S. Kilgore... - . 488,436 | Sled shoe, R. H. Jordan..

Forge, electric, Burton & Angell... . 488, Sleeve holder, W. Jones.

Forge furnaces, centerpiece fort - ... Sliding gate J. R. Payne

488,235 | Soap cake, N. Jewett.'
Sofa, W. Flamm.'

Spool blanks, method of and machine
Fran ing, C. A. Broughton................

Fruit picker. A Spring motor, J. J. Faulkner.............

Furnaces, method of and apparatus for# Sprinkler. See Automatic sprinkler.

the smoke and fumes of metallurgical, W.

James........................................ ... 488,245

Furniture brace tightener, H. L. Freeman........ 488,333

Gauge. See Micrometer gauge.

Garment fastener. F. E. Bennett.....

Gas engine, J. W. Raymond........... 488,

Gas generating apparatus, O. Langberg 488,208

ate. See Railway gate. Sliding gate

Gearing, J. E. Touch... . 488,373

- or. See Steam5 rator.

Governor, air brake, J. D. P. Schenck . 488,369

Grinding milk roller, D. A. Scallen.................. 488,455
uard. Teleph guard. **

Gun lock, H. Pieper.................................. 488,366

juns, automatic sheli ejector for breech-loading,
M. A. Keller........-------------------------- ... 488,316

Hammock frame, folding, H. G. Else............... 488,272

Handle. See Auger handle.

w . Cason.........

Harrow disk, E. D. Arnold

Harrow spreader, L. C- . Evans.......

r,#" binding, L. Miller.

J. J. Corley ..........
ter. S

Heel lifts, skiving, H. O. Beach

Helmet attachment, F. E. Drak

Hinge, awning blind, J. Sweeney...

Hoisting machinery, H. J. McKeown........

Hook. See Whiffletree hook. -

Horn, H. P. Young................. ... 488,

Horse hitching device, L. House. . 488,475

Hose and wire£ Williams & Croo . 488.258

Hydraulic motor, M. b. Lindsey. . 488,246

ce cream freezer, A. P. Storrs. ... 488,325

ce creeper, G. D.£y- ... 488,215

nduction apparatus, C. Willias . 488,229

nhaler, H. D. Cushman....... 427

njector, T. J. Hart......

nsect trap, C. F. Jolitz. . 488,

roning table, O. J. Baile . 488,347

ack, J. J. Adgate... - . 488,

Jacquard card wire, A. ..W. Be . 488,418

acquard mechanism griff guide, O.W. Schaum.

ewel setting machine. D. H. Church-------------- 488,240

<iln. See Lumber drying kiln. Pottery kiln.

Knife. See Chopping knife. Pocket knife.

Lace fast M

adder, 488

Lamp base, incandescent electric, F. C. Rockwell. 488,22

Lamp, electric arc, A. De Puydt....................

Lamp socketand terminal therefor, J. Hutchin

son......... . . . . . . . . . . .------------------------------

Lands from overflow, system for protecting

riparian, L. W. Brown -

Lasting machine, J. H.

Lathe, rotary, H. W. Tingley.

Lead, making white, Waller &

Leather punching machine, P. W. Rodecke

Letter box, house door. B. A. Blakeney...

Letter of credit, circular, H. Potter................ •

Zock. See Combination lock.

Locomotives, propelling gear for tramway, C. D.

Scott................................................
488,484

Loom harness leveling device, R. J. Risk. -- - ,286

Loom shuttle, G. C. Moore -- - --- - - - - - - - - 214

Aoom, swivel, A. Wagner....... - - - - 11, 488,512

Looms for cross weaving, shedding mechanism

for, J. Coldwell.................................... 488,497

Looms, shuttle operating mechanism for narrow

ware, G. C. Moore................................. 488,213

Lubricator. See Axle lubricator

Lubricator, H. E. Lejeune. - . 488,438

Lumber drying kiln, H. C. Za . 488,412

Malt cleaning machine, E. Richter.. . 488,403

Mianure distributer, Morris & Wiggi 488,445

Mat. See Wire mat.

Mattress, woven wire, A. Bell............. ..... 488,378

Mechanical motor, G. F. Berg....................... 488,260

Metal heating apparatus, electric, Burton & An

gell........................... .........488,467, 488,469

Metal wheel, J. R. Little......................... ..... 488,439

Metal wheels, manufacture of, J. R. Little........ 488,440

Metal working apparatus, electric, Burton & An- 488.468

Rell............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

Meter. See Diaphragm meter.

Micrometer# J. P. Lavigne............488,280, 488,281

Milker, cow, W. M. Mehring......... ... 488,282

viiii. See Grinding miii.

Mining machine truss, L. H. Bradley . 488,349

Mould flask weight, J. Anderson...... #
Mole #"g: G. Nelson............

Motor. Se

draulic motor.

eiðurrent motor. Hose motor. Hy

SpringMechanical motor.

motor.

Mowing machine, T. S. Brown.........

Musical instrument, R. W. Pain......

Musical instrument, electrically-operated 8tring

ed., W. H. Gilman......................... - - -

Necktie fastener, L. Greenwald,

Non-heat conducting covering, W

Nozzle, C. V. Pollock

Nut lock, S. G. Cowan.

Nut lock, J. E. C

Nut lock, S.A. Lake. 488,337

Oar lock attachment, J. #
Oil burner, A. E. Harper -- - - 355

Ornament, ceiling, N. Therien - . 488,531

Overshoe retainer, rubber, M.T. Frisbie. . 488,194

Packing, piston rod, J. B. Houston... . 488,434

Padlock. Troast & Slaymaker......... . 488,251

Padlock, permutation, W. H. Bolthoff.. . 488,516

Paint, anti-fou ": A. L. Munson.................. 488.479

Paint or varnish from wood, composition for re

moving, G. L. Ball................................ 488.

Paper folding and pasting machine, T. C. Dexter. 488,271

Paper slot machiné, toilet, F. E. Housh............ 488,500

Paper tubes, machine for making, P. Carey..

Pencil, adding, C. D. Judd

Phonogram blank, T. A.

Phonograph, G. Bettini...

Phonograph,

Phonograp

C

ter and

ow, R. G. Roach.............

ow, hand, J. I. M - -

Pocket knife. G. Skoglund.........

Pole, adjustable wagon, F. L. Wood..

Pole or shaft prop, A. Scarlett .............
Post. See Fence post.

Pottery kiln, Zimmer & Hess................---- -

Press. See#£
Press, Terrell artlett........

Pressure regulator, J. D. P. Sc 488,370

Pulley,£ E. F. Gordon..... 488,390

Pulley, split, & C. R. Rudd....... 488,253

Pulp moulding apparatus, S. L. Chapman . 488,517

Pump attachment, A. B. Clancy.......... . 488.183

Railway, elevated, A. E. Hotchkiss . 488,200

Ra way gate, F. W. Mills. .............. .... 488,322

lway pump and water elevator, H. D. Layman 488,362

way rail fastening, Goldie....... .......... 488,195

Railway signal, G. H. Lothrop...... ... 488,441

Railway signal, E. Schaefer............. . 488,225

Railway structure, elevated, J. L. Meigs. 488,28.

Railway switch, Brown & Smith........

s, closed conduit for electric, 1.

al. See Fishing reel.

See Dynamo regulator.

regulator.

Pressure

f, wet holder. J. J. Unbehend. 488,510

ad rut cutter, Ö. Culver. 488,185

Rock drill, S. G. McKiernan. . 488,269

Rope clamp. O. J. Baldwin. . 488,348

Rotary engine, J. R. Hamilton.. . 488,277

Sash balance, j. M. Smelser. -

Sash fastener. H. W. Hood . 488,358

Sash fastener, A.£: ---- - - . 488,360

Saw tooth, removable, I. N. & J. O. Kendall.. . 488.336

Steel tempering compound, H. E. Hopki

Stocking, Terry & Hayter...............

Storage battery, G. A. Washburn

tove fireback. J. Hatfield........

tovepipe shelf, E. A. Loebs.

ulky, ood........ ... -----

Supporter. See Trousers supporter.

ders. Inann... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 488,529

witch. See Railway switch.

witch and frog, E. Samuel et al...... 488,405

witc.

w 20

"able

Tarh.

Telep 488.

'elephone guard, E. B. Ch 488,385

** system, C. C. 488,502

- eyepiece, H. C. 488,506

Tension device, S. Š. Taylor........ ... 488,

Terret, J. C. Page........... . 488,249

Thermocauter, F. M. S. Roy.. ... 488,454

Thill coupling, A. C. Laycoc ... 488,396

Thiiisupport, W. M. Buchnau. .......... ... 488,180

Thread smoothing and hardening apparatus, P.

lug................................................
488,267

Tie. See Bale tie.

Tile, illuminating, J. Jacobs......................... 488,435

| Tire for#'w': Brown & Stillman... 488,494

| Tire pneumatic, W. B. Hardy....................... 488,392

Square,# H. F. Hegemann..........

Stamp mill gu 'de holder, P. C. Robertson. - -

#' inserting device, W. J. Brown...... - - - -

Sta.'' indicators, means for operating, R. B.

yres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................

Stays, machine for covering dress, G. O. Schneller

ste','o', self-purifying, superheating,
. M. P. le101 . . . . . . . . . . . .-

Steamer, A. A. Besemer..

Steel plates, etc., apparatus for shap

#. and tempering, J. B. Armstrong

e

Toe weight, B. D. Geib...

Toe weight, J. Pinkerman

Tool holder. W. Lawson

Tote box. W.G.

Toy, wheel, J. S. Wil

Track structure, Angerer & Psil 488,377

Transom lifter, Chambers & Taft.... ... 488.426

Trag, See Animal trap. Insect trap. Mole trap.

Sewer trap.

Trousers stretcher, F. W. Watkins..

Trousers supporter, S. L. Carr......

Truck, streetcar, H. E. Shaw.
Trunk carrier, G. W. Hill....

Tube expander, O. A. White....... 488,376

Twisting or winding machine, W. H. H. Sisum... 488,227

Type setting up machinery, J. Hooker............. 488.265

Type writer word counting appliance, E. C. de

Segundo...........................................

Type writers, apparatus for registering the num

ber of words written on, G. E. Hudson

Umbrella, C. Thomas..................

Umbrella, folding, G. N.

Urn, hot water, T. Miller

Valve, A. S. Slyker.......

Valve, balanced slide, F. D. Toucey.

Valve, safety, J. M. Coale...

waive slide. J. P.#:
vaporizer, H. P. Robe

Vehicle, A. E. Hotchkiss............. - - - -

Vehicle body shifting device, C. H. Mitchell.

Vehicle, steam propelled, G. J. Saurbrey.....
Wise. A. Kane................ -

Vise. D. C. & J. Sabourin.......

Wagon brake, Wegner & Beltman.

Wagon, dump, M. L. Senderling...

Warping machine regulating devic

Washboard, A.T. & J. H. Lapham

Water closet, C. H. Muckenhirn...

Water cooler, W. H. Fruen...........

Wheel. See Fifth wheel. Metal wheel.

Wheel spider, R. T. Markee............

Whiffletree hook, J. F. Graves.

Whiffletree hook, D. Y. Wilson..

wire mat, J.T. Howarth...................
Wood ''' drainer, Newhall & Hamilton.

Wrench, J. H. Gregory......................

TRADE MARKS.

\le, ginger, J. Heinzerling..................

#eds. spring, Atlas Tack Corporation...

licycles, safety Henry Sears Company.

ijacking, shoe, Reliance Manufacturing

$oots, shoes, slippers rubbers, sandais, and analo
gous footwear, N. Koch & Co

Candies, Candy Bros.........

£,# P # and ciga

gars, cheroots, an aret

fine cut, and plug{#
es, and smoking,

, S. C. Herbst Im

anuf

ring Company...... -

Corset shields or support 22,187

Corset, E.£# 22,186

Cough balsam. H. M. Henderso 22,193

Fire lighters, H. Hickman...

Gloves, Perrin Freres et Cie..... --- - -

Hollow ware, enameled, Boas Brothers............. 22,221

Knitted underwear, Glastenbury Knitting Com

Pany---------------------------------------. . . . . . . . . .

Lard and its substitutes, W. J. Wilcox Lard and

Refining Company..........................

Leather, kid, Wm. Zahn Leather Company..

Lemons and oranges, G. Villari..........

Lubricants, American Shaft Holder Co.

Medicated gum drops, Sylvan Remedy Co

wiedicine, laxative, M. E.£
Medicines, certain nam

Turner-Shaker Medicine Co..

Mineral water, R. Avenarius & Co -

Oats, velvet meal, corn grits, and #
d] Üity Cereal Mills'.e flour, Nebraska 22,212

Pills and granules, L. D. Mereness........... -

Salve for eye diseases, Spitteler & Drexler. 22

Soap and soap powders,Mexican Amole Soap Com- 203

pany.. . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... -

Soap, laundry and toilet, W. Gossage & Sons22,201, 22.202

Soap, soft or liquid, G. W. Dyarman......... ... 22.204

Tickets, printed, A. Dyson................., ,179

Tonics, remedies for diseases of the liver and

blood and for bilious disorders, F.P Davis.....

Watches, Hampden Watch£al -

Watches and portable clocks, C. Ball

Whiskey, J. Olwell & Co - -

Wringers, American Wringer

DESIGNS.

Bar pin, E. H. Croninger.....

Brick or stone, F. Laplante..

Coin operated machine case, J. B. Lighton.
Curtain'' C. Hussey...

M. Carranza............

Glass vessel, D. E. Mapother...

Handle for canes, etc., H. B. Snyder

Handle for spoons, etc., A. F.

Locket, L. J. Roehr...........

Piano case, Strich & Zeidler.

Spoon, etc., G.U. Roulet...

Spoon, etc., G. B. Stocking

le, lining, Curtis & Jones

Trimming, dress, B. Lipper..

Sawing machine, band, G. P. Meyers..... -

Scaffold, builder's. L. Korn.......... -

Scale, platform, mi. M. Molinau..................... 488,284

Seat. See Folding seat.

Separator. See Coal separator. Cockle separator.

Sewer trap, R. Newton............................... 488,365

Sewing machine for lasting boots or shoes, T. K.

Keith.............................. 488,279, 488,523

Sewing machine guide . Curti £ 488,187

Sewing machine quilting attachment, J.S. Dickey 488,350

A printed copy of the specification and drawing of

any patent in the# ist, or any patent in print

issued since 1863, will be furnished from this office for

25 cents. In ordering please state the name and number

of the patent desired, and remit to Munn & Co., 361

Broadway, New York.

Canadian patents may now be obtained by the in

ventors for any of the inventions named in the fore

going list, provided they are simple at a cost of $40 each.

If complicated the cost will be a little more. For full

instructions address Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, New

York. Other foreign patents may also be obtained.

...22,213 to 22,218

ac

. 22,208

.22,182 to 22,185

#DRILL CHUCKS,
- Foreign Agencies : Ph. Roux et Cie., 54 Boulevard du Temple,

MG enade, No. 5, Berlin, Germany. Selig, Sonnenthal & Co., 85Queen

"|BUILDERS OF HIGH GRADE BOATS.

We Build Everything, from a Canoe to a Steam Yacht.

Complete Stock Oars, Sweeps and Boat Trimmings.

Packed in box with

two keys and screws, 50 CEntS.

VV air-ra-e-r

Manhattan Building,

armer's 1Burglar proof Locks.
The SAFEST, NEATEST, LIGHTEST, yet STRONGEST

LOCK for HOUSE DOORS ever manufactured.

Made of Steel and ABSOLUTELY Burglar Proof.

LOCls: CO

CHICAGO, ILL.

TH Boertieemente.

Inside Page, each insertion -- 75 cents a line

linck Page. ench insertion - - - - $1.00 m line

The above are charges per agate line-about eight

words per line. This notice shows the width of the line,

and is set in agate type. Engravings may head adver

tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure

ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be

received at Publication Office as£ as Thursday

morning to appear in the following week's issue.

ADAMANT WALL PLASTER

BEST PLASTERING MATERIA 1 R NOWN.

No experiment. Its success has been phenomenal.

Thirty factories in this and other countries.

ADAM1ANT MFG. CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Patent Foot Power Machinery
Complete Outfits.

Wood or Metal workers without steam

#' can successfully compete with

he large sho by using our New

LABOR S ING Machinery

latest and most improved for practical

Shop Use, also for Industrial Schools,

Home Training, etc. Catalogue free.

Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.

Water Street, Seneca Falls N. Y.

Improved Screw Cutting LATHES
Foot and Power

Drill Presses, Shapers, Band, Circular, and Scroll Saws.

Machinists'Tools and Supplies. Lathes on trial.

I+" Catalogue mailed on application.

SEBASTIAN LATHE COMPANY.,

120 and 122 Culvert Street, Cincinnati, O.

The Sebastian-May CD
Improved Screw Cutting

£LATHESPower

Drill Presses, Chucks, Drills, Dogs,

and Machinists' and Amateurs'

Outfits. Lathes on trial. Cata

logues mailed on application.

sIDNEY. Ohio.

Delaney's Metallic Gaskets

make everlasting

Delaney’s Ex

Packings for

steam, water and ammonia

are best and cheapest.

H. J. Delmney & Co.,

| Third & Fowler Sts.

* Milwaukee, Wis.

~ WELL DRILLING MACHINERY,
MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAMS BROTHERS,

ITHACA, N. Y.,

Mounted and on Sills, for

deep or shallow wells,

with steam or horse

*

#Williams Brothers
* THAca, N.Y.

"
it free

The BEST MACHINERY

and TOOLN in the world for

succeeding in this business—alsoB0R E Horse Powers,

WELLS Steam Engines,
Pumps &Valves,
#"#and£Su

DR || | plies. Honest,and ble wor

assured. Cataloguemailed Free.

WELLS LOOMIS & NYMAN,
TIFFIN. oli10.

Wells, Oil and Gas Wells, drilled

by contracttoany depth,from50

to : feet. We also manufac

ture and furnish everything re

quired to drill and complete

same. Portable Horse Power

and Mounted Steam Drillin

Machines for 100 to 1.000 feet.

SNN: Write us statingexactlywhat is

S. * required and send for illustrat

| || - - ed catalogue. Address

PIERCE ARTESLAN & OIL *#L SUPPLY CO.,

80 BEAVER STREET, NEW Yohk.

QII. WEISUPPLY CO.
91 & 92 waTER STREET,

Pittsburg, Pa.,

Manufacturers of everything needed for

A.I.E.*I*Ecs.I.A.IN VV-E Da-Das

for either Gas, Oil, Water, or Mineral

Tests, Boilers Engines, Pipe,

Cordage, Drilii Tools, etc.

Illustrated catalogue, price

lists and discount sheets

on request.

">

-

###Esses:
Jr:#Rco

AND CHICAGO.

All Drawing Instruments

for Schools. uality war

ranted, prices low, corres

pondence invited.

[*"Send for Catalogue.

Stål TV); fl. Wii.I Mi'i
J. D. MALLONEE, M'f'r. STOCKTON. N. Y.

Th: Cl:#!, Tht B't
A complete Electric Motor and

Battery Outfit, instructiveand en

tertaining for old and young, ope

rating by means of our patenied

battery£''' away with li

quid acids and chemicals. Sent

by mail or express, prepaid, on

receipt of $1.25. Electro-Novelty

Co., Roxbury, Mass, Mfrs of Toy

Motors, Amateur Electro-Plating

Outfits, etc. Send for catalogue.

See “Sci. Am.” July 23d

ICE-HOUSE AND COLD ROOM.–BY R.

G. Hatfield. With directions for construction. Four

engravings. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUP

PLEMENT, 59. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office

and from all newsdealers.

# THE WATER JAC -

S. s-Era.

IPHON 0'2:

| No AIR PUMP.

| N. VAC U U M.

*''''''''W.WASHINGTON ST

CHICAGO, ILL.

2
S END FOR CRCULAR .

New Full Mounted Lightning Screw Plate.
Send for Catalogue.

Wiley & Russell Mfg. Co., Greenfield, Mass., U.S.A.

A Primer on Inventing,

Or rather on mechanical helps to inven

tion, experiments, investigation, etc., sent

free, to advertise our machiiie shop.

THE JoNES BROTHERs ELECTRIC Co. CIN'TI. O.

The BEST Loose PULLEY OiLER

1N THE WORLD.

WANDUZEN PAT. L. PUL.0LER
Keeps Pulley oiled 3 to 4 weeks with one

filling. Cost 25, 30, 40, 50, 65 and 85 cents

each. Send Price and TRY O -

State diameter and*: of Pulley. Will

send Catalogue free. Mention this paper.

TheWANDUZEN&TIFTC0.Cincinnati,0.U.S.A.

GOLD PLATED
WARPANTED GENUINE.

Box JOINTS,

Don't buy a common looking silver watch

when you can, now obtain for the small

sum of $4.95 a handsome genuine 14 karat

gold plated hunting case, full engraved

watch with a first-class full jeweled

movement, a perfect timekeeper, genuine

full plate handsomely damaskeened and

ornamented, fully equal in appearance

tothe watchesregularly sold by jewelers

at from $25 to $35. In carrying this watch

you have the credit of carrying a solid

gold watch, as the plating process is

t down so fine new-a-days

£: it is almost impossible to

detect the difference. The en

graving on the case is just the

same as on the high priced

watches,and is in the very love

liest and latest patterns. Some

will doubt our ability to be able

to supply such a watch at this

price, and to convince you that

we mean just what we say, we

make thefollowing most extra

ordinary offer for next 30 days.

R EA Di

Cut this out and send it with

fourorder, and we will prompt

# ship the watch to you by ex

reas8. O. D. with instructions

the expressagent toallow you
to examine it at the express

office. If on examination you are

convinced that it is a bargain,

pay the agent $4.95 and the ex

press charges and it is you

otherwise you pay nothing

it will be returned at our ex

- - - - pense. We could not afford to
0 - - | make such an offer asthis unless

- * 0 wewereconfidentthatthewatch

e- will not only please you, but be

#####"
##"##"#"£galoas w

CHICAGO WATCH C0., #######"##"

Write “THE PRATT CHUCK CO.

#illustrated, catalogue of FošíTIV
CKs

holding and

” Clayville, N.Y., U.S.A.,for

DRIV i NG is is fi.i.

-£ the only perfect system ever devised for

driving drills.

Paris, France. E. Sonnenthal, Jr., Nueu Prom

Victoria Street, London, E. C., England.

gxy" SEND

Speed 20 miles an hour.

We Make all Sizes Pipe Boilers and Engines

Cedar Row Boats from $25 upward. -

Vapor and steam launches from $300 upward.

1oc. FoR ComPLETE CATALOGUE.

DAVIS BOAT AND OAR C0, DETROIT, MICH, U. S. A.
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Freight car, improved .......... . 322 || Railroad lines, Virginia. 899 ! Blindness, color................ . 257 | Coal gas, oxygen purificatiILLUSTRATIONS, Furnace, boiler Hurdley's... . . .''}| Railway bridge, fall of. . 402 MISCELLANY., ; Blower, rotary; Hamilton's........* | Coal mines. g #" | ill... On.... 356

- Furnace. Sargent's.. ... 338 || Railway, Jaffa and Jerusalem.... 342 loat, freight, lake....... *32 | Coal tar preparations.

££e ##. Philadelphia.... # - #£,£er # £#f - - -

n1ter, yie's m. hydraulic... rece star(* , tor O, TUICK. . . . . . . . • * Ocaine fatalities.

A. Reaper and thrasher, new. . 198 Figure:#### ) refer |#' carriages, electric. 50 | Cocoanut brushes.

Air ship. B - Residence, Bridgeport . 326 loats, torpedo, iast........... Cod liver oil.............

£ s '' airnes". . . . . . G Ribbon holder . - - . 16.2 loating and cycling machine....*226 Coffin lowering apparatus

£ed * #£i. - - - - - - # A lody,££#: 165££,
- - e, Hampden, magazine - op growing in... Poins, electric counting of.

A£ #|########:::::::::: *#|####### 425 || Acid, nitric, bacteria.......- 2|#'ting.: #|C'''''"
A#d'# rolling... ... : |G: £consume: 22, Road cleaner, Astor's 147 || Acid, phenic, to preserve beets... .96 | Boiler feed, automatic.... *403 || Coir brushes........ 120

and photography. ........... 194 Gauge, pressure, new... - $| Roanoke, Va.;;.... 406 || Acid, phosphoric, solubility 277 | Bo# furnace. Hurdley's *50 | Coke works, mod 51

Gauge, surface, Carr's . ocket grapnel . 327 | Acids, fruit: 361 | Boiler room, mistakes 292 | Collar, breast *386

Gear winding, improved. #5 Rocking chair fan: ... 243 || Acids of fruits. #|Boilers, defective 48 || College, Sibley, 2

B Glass polishing'chine' ... its | Roland ring experimen 387 |Aerolite in Sahara * | Boilers, sugar in 392 | Color blindness 257

Glass. wire......... - - #| Rubberbalis, inflation of......... #|A: 168 || Boil 230 | Color, a new. . . 342

Baby carrier 120 |Gold finder............... ... if | Rubber shoes, manufacture...... 307 A:". # # d t Schlad ": #.# £h
--- - - - - - ro- |oring, deep, at S olor photogra

#e, design to # #'£: :# Air ship. Barnes 150 | Borneo. India rubber #|###
Balloon apparatus. milita #|Grapnel, life-saving...... 327 S Alarm, low water. *34 tax. . . . . . . . . . . 388 Colors, azo, new..

Balloons£ inflation # Greenland, a winter in 811 Alaska salmon, protection of... 107 | Boston, electric cars in. 216 'Colors, complementa

basement, a dee; 118 * * ******** *** - - - - - - - - - -- Saltpeter Cave, Va. 405 | \'." photography . 337 | Boston, trolley system i # Colors from metals..

£tion: ... 163 Sait'sprinkler, table. #|A'o' #|#####" 31 Colors, photography of

battery cups, porou ... ". altville, Wa.' 404 Alloy, aluminum, new. 244 | Bouillie Bordelaise .. 370 | Colorado, grand canyon of

£of - 243 H langur 'destruction. 231 A.#: gold - *££utes. s £ £ dam....

2 , - - - * • *. "...'..... so : - - - - , aCivice to ta....... Xolumbia. Cruiser...... ...

#'#£---- - - # Hamburg,cholera streets....... • 387£££# Alloy for£uminum. 147 | Brain. a historian's Columbia, cruiser, launch of. ..

Biower, rot #amilto .* - - Hanger, Duke's ....... . . . . . 98 Sawmiii'scraper y’s.......... Alloys of iron or steel......... 26 || Brain substance, injection of Columbia River jetties.. . . . . ... 200

£"''''': #|####"view's:::::::#|$:nasted ###":#|####". #*|####or "...#- **** - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - • final Weasl. . . . . . . . - Xolumbus. Christopher... ...

#:£ker: - # Harvester, cotton.... 375£ -Dodge's. 162 Alphabet, use of letters of.. Breviceps Mossambicus.. - Columbus Day £tion:
#£ cycling machine - - 2: E£anufact: - # Screw plates new: - fift A.# in In #£rlin' ... 3 &#&# £ntain.

- - - - iais, Ieit, - - - - - - * ** * * * * * * * * ck pavements...... - olumbus, portrait of.......

#######: #####,the: #|£g #|A'vementof Bricks, Japanese.... £:
#threading "' : s ... 1### elmet. Vibratin #| Section''divider. # Aluminum, matt............ - Bridge, agate, Arizona.... Columbus in West Indies -*

• '' nine . 227 Heron hunting. . . 294 Sewage system, Sydney ... 39 Aluminum plating in archit Bridge, great, at Memphis. 21 | Combustion, spontaneous +

£. 195 Hinge for shutters #| £:::::::::: 2: Aluminum, soldering for.. Bridge, Harlem River..... ..*415, 421 | Comet, Brooks’............

}ridge a. '' A' 8. Hoisting device..... . 274£ £itan ::::.... : Amidol............. ..... Bridge, New York and B'klyn.... 56 || Comet, an approaching.

#######". *: £achine ...]§:#" - ... ? Bridge, railway, fall of...... ..*402 | Comet, new........ ... ....

#: Harlem River. : #|###10:0 #| Si'an' valley. ... 106 Hridges, test for;: - -- 21 | Comet, new, discovery of.

iridge railway, fall of.... ... 402 owe, war ship, loss of . . 351 Ship, aerial. Battey's 262 Bridgeport, residence at.... Compass miner's.......
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Field, Cyrus W. . . . ... ... *53 || Inventor, a famous........ . . . . . . . .98 || Mosquitoes, to get rid of 829 | Pneumatic tubes, mail... Ship Roanoke ............ ... . . 202 | Transmission. steam, speed.

Filling apparatus, Roos ..*178 || Inventor, a noted... . . . . . . . . 100 || Mosquitoes in Siam... .. 168| Poetry, art of, by a poet Ship Santa Maria.... - .*245 | Transparencies, blue........

Film, improved ..... ... , 6 || Inventors, death of... . . . . 85 || Moss, Florida............ 149 | Poison, arrow. N. Hebrides Ship of war Columbia ... ... *84 | Trendmill, hygienic........ -

Fire engine pump. ..*115 || Inventors,£n: for.. . 224 || Mother of pearl, imitation . 341 | Poles, flag, gigantic......... Ship of war. great, loss of. *#1 | Treasures found in Rome ... ... 35%

Fire escape. McCollum's . ..*370 | Inventors at World's Fair.. . 48 || Motion, molecular. 248 || Polishing paste, Morley's - Ship of war Iphigenia. .. 279 | Tree felling machinery.... ..-23

Fire pump, steam. ... ...*119 | Iodine soap................ ....... 885 || Motion, perpetual. . 64 | Popping, waste of 81 | Ship of War Ramillies..... 312| Trees in French cities...... .... 376

Fireproof cement. ... 369 Iphigenia, war ship. ... . 279 || Motor, electric. Onig ... *66 | Population, by color,sex,etc., 1890 49 || Ship of war Texas....... . 57 | Trees, ornamental, removing... .293

Fish under ice...... ron, analysis of....... . - - . 73 || Motor, ether, De Susini' .*359 | Population, colored, of U. S...... 89 | Ships, Columbus’.... ... . . . . '79 |Trick, flower ... ..............*179

Flag poles, giganti ron cinder paint. ...... . 376 || Motor, gas, large . *335 | Porcelain, cement for.........130, 225 | Shipbuilding, Newport News. 21 | Trick, sword, a...... .*.*54

Flame of nitrogen. ron ore of Minnesota ... 144 || Motor, steam, rotary *146 | Postage stamp delivery, autom. 233 Shipbuilding plant, great.... . . . *1 | T #-- - - - - - - - - - - 292

Floods, Mississippi ron plating......... .... . 20 || Motors, electric,#. *54 || Postal facilities, New York.. 416 | Shoes, rubber, manufacture......*374 | Trolley electric car.... .. . 181

Florida moss..... ron, plating with........ - 17 | Mouth diseases remedy for. 100 | Potash, American........ . 196 | Shorthand, typewritten....... 337 | Trolley system in Boston. ... 200

Florida oranges... ron rust, to remove ...... ... 102 || Movement, mechanical, new 227 | Potato blight....... . 370 Slam, mosquitoes in...., , , , ... 168 Tropsin..............,...;;.. .... 304

Flowers, care of... .. - - - ron stains in cloth. . ... 3:1 || Museum of Natural History 820 | Pottery, how made..... . .40 | Sibley College, new scholarship... . .3|Tuberculosis. Zinc chloride for... at

Flowers, to color artificially ron works, old Saugus.. . 403 || Myrabolams................ ....... 386 | Pottery remains, Arizona..... ... 136 || Siemens, Dr. Ernst W...... 384 --- ... metallic ............. 249

Flowers, cut, arranging.. . . ron works, Union..... *1 Powder, smokeless.. - . 113 |Silver prints, enameling..... 51 |Tunnel, Chicago, new....... ... 38

Fluorography ............. rrigation. . . . . . . . . ... 137 Powder, smokeless.. 419 |Silver sulphite, action of light... 36 unnel, Penn., Ventilation....... 97

Flv, bot. of human beings rrigation. snow for. .... ... 152 N 'owder, smokeless, new. . 216 Slag, heat wasted by. 83 | Tunnel, Prince Edward's Island...":43

Foam, soda. ...... ..... rrigation in Washington. . 71 Power, electric, at Fair... .. . 20 | Sleep............... 807 |Tunnel, railway, New York....... 416

Fog lighting in London rrigation, wells for....... 4 | Nails, cut Vs. wire.... . ..... 389 | Power'house. Broadway R.R....."liš Sleeve pen rack..... - *420 Tunnel. Totley............ - 340

Fog, London......... ... ... 385 | Isatine.... ........... - 54 | Nancy Hanks beaten 177 | Power transmission plant.... 38 | Slide valve, balanced... .*418 Tunnel works, Saxon .... 201

Fogs,# of ... . 136 || Items of interest . ... 68 l Nash. John, pertinacious . 115 || Power, water. utilization Slides, lantern, to color.......... 343 | Turmerle. ........... 356

Footprints in the sands of time. 176 Ivory, artificial.................... 1861 Natural History, Museum. . 320 | Prairie roads, good, wanted. Smoke consumers, locomotive... 198 || Turret, disappearin *ö9

Force, electromotive,£ravity 256 | Natural history notes......24, 344, 296 | Pratt Institute, growth...... ... 304 Smoke prevention.... ... 421 | Turtle, great headed.. .*233

Foremen, factory, task o ... 66 Naturalist in La Plata .......... 321 | Press, hydraulic, Taylor's..... Snakes within snakes. 196 || Twins, Bohemian...... ...*403

Forest, petrified, Arizona 328 J Naturalists. German, congress... 101 | Pressure gauge, new....... now for irrigation.... ... 152 || Twins. Orissa ... ........ ..*275

fortification of Biserta 232 Naval notes............... . . Printing of woolen tissues Snow sheds burned ... ... 209 | Typewriter in cipher writing..... 337

Fortis powder...... .... 194 || Jackets on high speed engines... 401 | Navy, progress of our... Prints, arsenic in........... now sweeper, el c ... *303 | Typewriter, “Simplex"...........*211

Foundations, curious.. ....... 247 Jaffa and Jerusalem railway......*342 | Naval reserves, target pr: - - - Prints, blue, intensifying.. oap bubble experiments. ..*162

Fountain, drinking, Columbus... 369 || Jamaica, island of. ........ . . 325 | Navy, British, additions to.. . 351 | Prints, photo, enameling.. soap, iodine............... ... 385

France, hope for... Japan, engineering in..... ... 99 || Navy, engineers in........ - Prints, photo, in colors. 134 Soda foam. . ... 218 U

Freight boat. lake. ets, water, experiments ..*105 | Neck yoke, Rothrock’s .. Prints, photo, to polish.. 7| Soda salicylate for rheumatism... 85

Treight car, impro Jetty works, Columbia Riv 200 | Negatives, celluloid, var - 'rints, silver, enameling... odium, metallic......... ........ #| Utah, beekeeping in 309

Treights, condition of Jugglers, Hindoo, tricks of ... 105 | Negatives, gelatine, detachi 361 | Prints, stereoscopic. reve *297 dium super oxide ... 192 - -

*riction . . . . - Jupiter, new satellite of......197,224 | Neuralgia, powder for... 100 | Projectile trial, recent...... 336 | Soils, mechanical pro 153

Trost pictures, pho Newberry, John Strong 423 | Projectile wrecks a schoone 49 dering metalför alumin 147 V

£rost, protection vs New Hebrides, arrow pois 177 | Projections, polychrome *72 | So£ how made 857

Truit acids. K New Mexico, education in. 185 |Projections, stereoscopic.. 308 || Sound, concerning... #|Vaccine. transport by pigeons... 199

Truit cultur New Orleans, battle, secon 176 |Propeller efficiency, limito 401 || Spark, e#" 1: Vacuum tubes luminosity....:01, 3:

'ruits, acids Cansas glaciers 100 | New York building, Fair.. 17 | Propulsion, steam. experimen 7 --- weird... * | Valve, a mammoth ".5:

Fruits for Engl Rerite.... ... 294 | New York, rapid transit in ...... 352 Psychology,£ 200 trohe ph 129 || Valve regulating, Farrand's 403

Tuel, molasses as Illauea, Volca 198 || New Zealand, wingless birds 233 || Psychology of invention 12| Spectroheliograph, 144 valve, safety, Kunkle's *18

Fulgurites, (ingdom in Ohio . 56 || Niagara##### ...... 83. *247 | Ptychoraphis - 308 || Spectrum, the normal. 2? | Vaive, slide, balanced... *18

Furnace, boiler. Hurdley' N Canal., 16 | Pulverizing, mill for *83 || Spectrum, photographs 360 | Vanderbilt palace - 165

Furnace, blast, temperature Nicaragua canal conve Pulverizing mill plan Speech, inscription of. *151 | Vanilia...."...". .#5

- Furnace, improved.. L Nickel plating 20|Pump, fire engine peed, indicator, new..... '#11 || Varnish for negatives 291

Furnace, Sargent's.. Nickel steel proces Pump, fire, steam peed and power...convertibility... 314 | Varnish, rubber : 576

# for sugar estates....... 67 || Labor, rights of......... .......... 118 || Nickel, plating with.......... 197 | Pyoktanin. ........ - pider web from the clouds 325 | Vashti, electric iaunch .*:5

seigniter, Doyle's..............*146 || Labor exchange. Paris. ... 9 || Nickel-in-the-slot, a postal....... 233 || Pyramid builders, tools of . Spiders, notes on............. 1$ vegetable digestive ferment.: #
Laboratory of Eiffel tower... ..... Nipple holder...................... *34 || Pyrites, sulphurin............- Pontaneous combus-- arsenic... 420 vegetables, effect elec. iight #

aboratories of Europe.......... 304 || Nitrites, alkaline,and white lead. 814 Sprains, remedy for........... £| Vegetables, electric forcing...... it:
G Luc insects in the United States, 52 || Nitrogen, flame of................. 49 Q £ ..--23 Velvet, rubber '...'

- Lake currents, drift of...... ... 68 || Nitro-glycerine, handling. .*50 Squadron of Columbus. *101|yeneering 342

Gallery of history and art........ 228 || Lake, frozen, great.... - - Nose and throat.......... . 870 | Quarantine stations needed.. 176 | Squash bugs, remedy.... ... .24 | Ventiation. 97.

8, leaf. . . . . . . . . ::.. ... 24 || Lamp, arc, improved...... - - Nozzle, exhaust... .*386 artz, volatilization....... 193 || Stamp, dating.......... ..*146 | Ventilator stovepi *300

Galveston, deep well. Lamp, incandescent, inventor Number, gratuitous - . 420 | Quicksilver, purification of.. ... #5 vesbium, new metal 20

Gardening a human bond.. Lanoline . . . . . . . ...... ...... Nut lock, improved................*211 ...:" | Viaduct,"Dui oup *67

- Gargle for sore throat....... antern slides, to color. ..*199 vibrations - 72

£ new form . La I’lata, naturalist in - R. *27: village, New Jersey 211

Gas and bitumen oil ...... - Lathe testing ... . . . - o ... 7 vine disease. Califórnia 341

Gas engine, large...... . . . .......*335 | Launch, electric, new. Radiator, steam, new............ ..*146 | Virginia, natural resour 399

Gas, inhaled, restoration..... ... 1: Haunch,stem; fastest Oak, hybrid, new....... .......... 145 || Rail joint, Roxby's... - ... 245 vision, an aid to 276

Gas, natural, Stockton . .... *52 Lawyers, census of.... Oak, quarter-sawed , 8 || Railroad car, Williams 29 | vision, persistence of 129

Gas. natural, in Tennessee.... .. 120 | Lawyers, expensive. Oak, to darken..... . 369 || Railroad, electric, Armour's. ... --7 | volcano of Etna *51

Gas, natural, wonders of. ... .227 | Lead alloy new........ - öbelisks, how moved 314 || Railroad lines, Virginia ... - *50 | volcano, Etna eruptio 65

as, sewer, consumer. . ..*226 Lead, black, purifying. Obesity, diet in ..... 5 || Railroad on ice........ - - - - - - 276 240 | volcano of Kilauea. 198

Gauge, pressure, new .... .*388 Lead in tooth filling... Observatory, Mont Blanc........ 180 || Railroad station, Philadelphia... •291 .*2:35 | volcano of Sanguir. *281

gauge, surface. Carr's.............' | Leather dy'ing:.. 353 || Ohio, kingdom in........... - - - Railroad strikes ..... ... 128 ...#|V'o'dstates: it

££i-- - --'# |£ #.£as ... 210 - - # *115 volt. definition of ...... 16.
Gelatine negatives, detac ... 361 | Le Conte, Joseph. MI can, improved.. .*258 - ... ... ....... 406 ----- -- - - - - -

Geology, novel ideas £ing: 209 | Legerdemain, Hindoo... Oil, castor, sweet , 9 ... *402 || Steamers, Cunard, new ...... 150, 163 Vowel sounds, photographing.... 288

Geology of Palestine ..... ... Le Louvre, steamer .. -- -- Oil, cod liver ... ........ 375 ... 288 Steamers, English-American..... 416

Gems, artificial ... Lemon, essence of........... ... 378 Oil distributor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-1.78 36 |Steamers, lake............... ... 291 W

£ach - - - - - - - - - 00££, -- - - - - *: #£:#ctericide: # 225£#£ ... 81ass polishing machine ... epidoptera, wingless.... - - , Illineral, Scotch. . . . . ......... 889 || Steamsh uilding. American... 320

Glass, wire ... ........... .. Lichen, orchilla.......... - ... 854 Oil of sweet almonds ... 369 308 || Steel,£ • - - - - -- --- ... 68 w:£record *:::::#
Glass wool, plumbif Lifting apparatus, beton . .*243 Oil stains in cotton cloth ........ 204 || Railway, Great Western.... 19| Steel Company, Maryland ... .56 warship. Howe.loss of....... *851

Glue, adhesiveness o Dight, a brilliant ... . . ... . 21 | Orange, Malta, d seases of. 36 lway, Jafla and Jerusale teel, nickel, process.... #| warship iphigenia. 279

Glue, liquld........ Light, electric, effect on plants... 844 |Oranges, coloring of.... 326 || Railway, overhead, Liverpoo 260 | Steel process. Casson's 148 Warship£: 5:

Glue, liquid, new.. - Light, electric, masthead.... ....*151 | Oranges, Florida...... . 167 || Railway, street, cables of.. 73 | Steel works. Carnegie 132 warping, new process its

Glycerine in wine........ 215 Light, electric, and veg. growth... 256 | Orang-outang, musical , 232 || Railway telephone, the. 357 |Steel works, gigantic.. #| Washington, irrigation in in

Gold, alloy resembling . . 49 || Light, great, for the Fair. ... 256 | Ore finder, electric......... .....'-iti | Railway ties, metailic. 85£ projection ... 308 watch, running of a - 3:

Gold and silver from sea 4% iight, search, mountain.145, i57, 348 ores, gold, magnetic particies. 2: Railway window sashes 119 Stereotyping... 40 watchmen time check for. ...i.

Gold brick, assay of 101 | Light, stopping. .... 276 | Orchilla lichen................ ... 354 || Railways, American . . . 163 # water closet, “Queen": "..... **
Gold, California 339 Light, suit, electric, 408 || Ordnance note . 343 || Railways, cable. New Yor 96 || Stimson Institute . £ water, depth, measurement.

Gold finder.... ........... *114 | Lighthouses, modern 164 296 || Railways, street, of U. S 45 | Stockton, baths at... : water, Hamburg *76

Gold ores, magn partí Lightning effects of 49 69 || Rain making by smoke 420 | Stone cutters, strike # water jets, experiments with -iù.
Gold and sodium chloride 193 Lightning, power of. 65 242 | Raum, hydraulic...... *274 | Stones, precious, artifi 116 water pipes flexible ..*310

Gold, sunken, search fo *181 | Lightships, governm 102 25 369 | Storax... ........... 257 | Water potable San Francisco. #

Gold waste of value... 198 || Lily, water, house, K *57 *25 4 | Stovepipe ventilate *306 water power electricity ... :

Gooseberry rats ..., 294 | Lime juice..... 273 240 312 | Straw bleaching.... # water power utilization.........
Grain dump, Peterson's *254 || Lion at large 424 296 169 Streets, watering, by ty.*130 Water, salt. distribution......".

Grain train, an American Lion, stalking a *108 ... 33 294 | Strikes on railroad 128 Water sea, use forbidden.

Grapnel, life saving ...... *327 | Liquid measurer. *178 68 || St. Gervais disaster. 233 Water, ng -

Gravity and electromotive force. 256 Lister, S.C.. inventor. , 98 198 || St. Paul's, decoration o 8 - ***.*.*.*.*.*.*.*.*r- - - - --

Great Western Railway ......... 19| Liverpool, elevated railway...... 389 P 408 || Subscriptions, renew no 416 water tower, Brooklyn.

Greenland, exploration of.. Liverpool overhead railway. . 260 401 | Sugar of Agave Americana 360 Water valve, four-foot. -

Greenland, Winter in........ Lock, nut, improved. . . . . . .*211 | Packing and gaskets .......... ...*420 99 || Sugar in bags... .... ... 339| Water, value of - £5

Grinding, dry, mill for . Locomotive, climbing, new. ... 81 | Packing house. Armour. ... . 829 ... 65 | Sugar beet, disease of. 258 water'works Plainfield. *0

Gum arabic ... ........ Locomotive, 81 | Paint brushes.......... .. ... 129 | Residence, Bridgeport.. ..*326 || Sugar, brown or white # waterproof cement - 369

Gunn arabic, artificial Locomotive, compressed air. ... 57 | Painters, notes for............ ... 101 | Retinol................. ... 105 | Sugar cane mill....... .. #4 Waterway, Chicago-Mississippi... its
Gum, chewing, rubber in Locomotive, fast run of..... - - Painting of exposition buildings 370 | Rheumatism, acute............... 85 | Sugar cane, new variety of - 1:0 waterway, inland... pp1.. 2:8

Gun cotton......... ... - - ... 36 | Locomotive, high speed . . . 377 | Paint, iron cinder... .............. 376 | Rheumatism, carberry plant for. 259 | Sugar crystals...................... 408 waterways, rise and faii of....... :

Gunpowder, smokeness.... . 113 || Locomotive performances... #| Paint, Lender's..... . 296 | Ribbon holder........... ....... .*162 | Sugar estates, furnaces for . . ... - .*15s

Gun" trials, interesting........ ... 294 | Locomotive smoke consumers... 193 || Palace, Vanderbilt..... ... 165 | Richard Peck, steamboat.. ... 240 | Sugar factories, German, profits. #

Guns, great. and armor plate..... 32 || Locomotive, underground........ * Palestine, geology of.. .... 186 Rifles, magazine............. ... 99 || Sugarin boilers.. . . 86

Guns, magazine ................. ... 99 || Locomotives, horse power of.... 241 | Palm, cocoanut... ................ 344 | Right of way, building over 82 | Sulphaminol....... 121

Locusts in Morocco.......... ... 102 || Palm, Stove, new. - ..*308 Rivers, rate of rising .... 85 Sulphur. disinfection by - S89

#hilling apparatus.... ....... #| Raper, Corean::::::::::::: ... 261 | Hoad cleaner, Astor's... *147 | Sulphur in pyrites..... 263 84

H Logs. Fair............ ... 246 | Paper, gelatino-chloride. . 6 Roads, electric vs. steam. 165 red goods, odor 308 376

- Londonfog..... 385 | Paper making............. . 292 || Roads, good. . . . . ..... 368 Surinam toad - wells for irrigation 4

Hailstones, bacteria in... ...... . 181| Lubricant, new - . 385 | Paper, silky ............. . 232 Roads, good, let us have. 375 Survey, cable, completion 7 | West Indies, Columbus *229

air dye, new.... ........ ... 161 | Lysol............... --- - ---- 105, 369 || Paper, solio, how made.... . 857 Roads, prairie, good, wanted. 357 | Swine, feeding......... 391 || whaler old, at the Fair 146

Hairs and feathers ....... . 844 Para-amidophenol citrate. - Roanoke ship. ... 202 | Sword trick, a. *#4 wheeling, fast - 41

Hamburg, cholera streets.. *387 Parachute, Capazza's ...... Rock city .... 100 | Sydetikon glue.... .. 225 wheels, car, steel-tired 81

Hamburg water.......... ... M Paralysis,£ for .. Rock folds... 209 | Sydney, sewage system. . .39 wheels cast iron..." 81

Handles, hard wood......... Paraphenyldiamine hair dye Rocket grapnel.. *#| Syringe, hypodermic, inventor... 199| whistle, steam, improved *50

ands, chapped, remedy for...... Machine tools, English.... Parasite, cattle skin.......... Rocking chair fan...... .*242 whooping cough spray for...... 10.
Hanger, Duke's ............... ... *98 || Machines and men..... - l'astes for cancer.... - - Rod and ring experiment .*887 Window screen, bodge's *ić
Harbor, Honolulu, dredging in... 224 Magazine rifle, new army Patent, barbed fence, 1860. Rodinal, preparation of... ... 85 T Wine glycerine in g #15

Harpoon, electrical.......... . ....S. Magnesium oxide uses of... | Patent law amendments.......... Rome, street treasures of. . 852 wire fence patent is00.
Harvester, cotton . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*375 Magnets, great, experiments 293 || Patent, not best way to sell.. 304 || Rooms, height of.... ..... ... 327 | Table, embroidery........ -

Hat bag, rubber, industry........ 177 Maine, agricultural experiments. 335 | Patent office case, old............. 53 Rope walking, tight and slack... 357 |Table utensils, history of . manufacture of..."
Hats, felt, manufacture.... .*166 |Males and females, proportion... 194 | Patent rights untaxable. ... 52. Rope, wire. introduction.... ..... 277 |Tachometer, new.......... wires, telephone underground. 165

Hatch door..... ......... Mammalia, teeth of........ . . . . 296 | Patent, telephone, Bell...... . 96 || Rubber, artificial.... ... ... .... 296 |Tacoma electric railway... Wolf, black, American "i is),

Heat of human hody.. .... ... 84 || Mamo, the..... .... - - - - ... 136 l’atents, death of inventor...... 85 | Rubber balls, inflation of.........*354 |Tacony Iron and Metal Co W so ------- #
Heater. house. needed ... 32: Maple Hill coal mines. . ...... . .356 || Patents, decisions relating to,305, 184 || Rubber, deterioration of ......... 166 Taffy candy................. . 197 - - - -

Heliochromoscope, the........... 358 || Marechal Canrobert, sinking of. 130 | Patent. Edison's, sustained. . 245 || Rubber goods, preservation..... 212 | Talking one thousand miles...... 272 |woodworking machine
Hemorrhage, hot waterfor....... 376 || Mars, canals of.... . ... ... 389 | Patents, recent decisions relat- $ubber hat bag industry......... 17 | Target practice, naval reserves..."]:#| Wooi'i:"blumbif -

- emorrhoids, calomel in... ##'. 112 ing to.....................228, 264, 280 | Rubber shoes, manufacture... ..*374 | Teeth, mutilations of. ........... 48 || Wooi, preparation of.... -

/ Herbarium, the oldest.... ... 340 Mars, looped path of. - Patents, what they have done .. 33 || Rubber tires, use of... ... #' | Telegraphy without wires...... 402 wrinkles, recipe for -

| Herculite. explosive.. ... li. Mars and the moon - Paterson, centennial of.... ... 82 | Rubber varnish.... ... #| Telephone, alternating current...#| writing, cipher, typewriter in...
/ m Heron hunting ......... *294 | Mars, new map of... ... .... 80 Paring estimates........ . 149 Rubber velvet..................... 290 Telephone, electro-mechanical..*339 - - -

Highway, steam on the. Mars, Pickering's observations... 117 | Paste, polishing, Morley Rubbers.... ... .......... ... . 242 Telephone fifty years ago ........ 264

| Hinge for shutters .... ...... Maryland Steel Company........ 56 Pavements, brick....... ... 405 || Russia. famine and disease in... Telephone,future of... . ... 165 Y

wV History and art, gallery of.. 228 Masthead illumination - *151 | Pearls, making . 137 | Rust, iron, to remove ... ......... 102 | Telephone, new..... -

| Holsting device,..., - - *274 || Mat, wire, new..... . 72 | Peary expedition... 92 Telephone patent. Bell. -

| | Holden: Isaac, the inventor 100 Matches . . . . . . . . . . 389 | Peary, Mr. and Mrs.... .*311 Telephone, progress of............ 105 ||Yard measure and meter;. 344

*N Holystoning machine. *66 Mathematician, a n 340 | Penn, statue of for Fair...........*277 S Telephone, railway, the.......... 35; Yard and meter, standard

Homestead, camera at 64 Mausoleum, the Gould | Pennsylvania tunnel, ventilation 97 Telephone wires, underground... it's Years, four hundred...

Homestead difficulties *116 || Measles. bacillus of... 113 People who fall safely.... . . 889 Telephoning long distance.......*205 || Yeast, patent,...;;.... •.

Honolulu bar, dredgin 224 || Meat, frozen, detecti 177 | Percival, George S. ... Sabers, manufacture, civil war... 97 Telephony long distance. . . . . . 2% Yoke, neck, Rothrock's.

Hook swinging in Indi 829 || Mechanical movement, *227 | Perfume extracts, con Saccharine in a new role.... . 230 Telescope, great, for Chicago ... 323

Hook swinging in, Madri 34 Mechanics, master, convent 81 | Pests, household San Francisoo water 256 Telescope making, amateur . 120

Hop growing in Bohemi 67 Medicine, science in . . . . . . 288 Petroleum. Baku... Sahara, the 164 | Temperature of bore hole 8i Z

Horn, musical.... ... . *249 Medicine, scientific researc 293 || Petroleum, uninflam ... . . . 240" Salesman, elect - 343 i Temples. Indian, stone. . 303

Horse, cart, parade of...... 48 Medicines, notes on.. 100 Phantom figures, photographing 118 Salmon, cold storage ... 230 "Tennessee, naturalgas in. . 120 ! Zuyder Zee, drainage............ 161
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